
CAUSATION AND RESPONSIBILITY* 

I. INTRODUCTIOK: LIABILIT*, :~?SPONSIBILXTY, AND ME~APHYSICS 

In various areas of Anglo-American law, legal liability turns on causa- 
tion. In torts and contracts, we ;are each liable only for those harms we 
have causcd by the actions that: breach our legal duties. Such doctrines 
explicitly make causation an element of Liability. In crim&l law, somc- 
times the causal element for liab'ility is equally explicit, as when a statute 
makes punishable any act that has "caused . . . abuse to the child. . . ."I 

More often, the causal element 'in criminal liability is more implicit, as 
when criminal statutes pfohibit killings, maimings, rapingsj"burnings, etc. 
Such causally complex action verbs are correctly applied only to defen- 
dants who have caused death, caused disfigurement, caused penetration, 
caused fire damage, ekc2 t 

One might think that the sirpple fact that these causation-drenched 
legal texts exist is enough to just* judges and legal theorists in taking an 
immediate leap into the scientifiC and philosophical theoriek of causation. 
Such a leap tvould be based on the supposition that when a legal text uses 
a word from science ;end evcrydiy life like "cause," it must then mean for 
the word to be inte~preted in its ordinary or scientific sense. Such a 
supposition is belied by the practice of most lawyers and legal theorists. 
Since at leasi: the 1920s in America, the standard educated view has been 
that "cause" as used in the law is mostly or entirely a legal construct, 
serving the law's distinctive purposes and nut correspond~g to the con- 
cept that may be employed by other enterprises or disciplines. Specifi- 
cally, the idea has been that "cause" as used in sci,entific explanations has 
little to do with "cause" as  used to attribute moral and legal responsibil- 

' 1 wish to Lh~nk Ken Abrelum, Richard Epstein, Ellen Frankel Paul, ;\lvin Goldmart, 
Sandy KLidish, Leo Katz, Alfred Mrlc, and Stephen Perry for thcir cornmcnts on an earlier 
draft of this cssay. On the theov  of causation developed in this essay, they did not causc the 
essay to be bettcr, nor did they cause any mistaken statements that there m i e t  be (given my 
own tree, informed, deliberate, intcnrcning choices). Still, they aided my making the esay 
bettcr, and thcy might have prevented such mistdks as there may be in Ulc essay, and I 
cheerfulIy hold hem responsible on those ~lonrausal bases. These nicc distinctions do not 
apply lo my lifetimc collaboiator on this project, I-Ieidi Hurd. She and I have discussed these 
issues so many timcs thet I am unsurc which thoughts arc mine and which a x  hers. Hers 
is thus ;I causal respmsibilit~ for good or for ill. 

' Annotated Code of Maryland, Art. 27, Section 3SA(2). 
"rgued for in Michael S. Moore, Act and Crirrrc Thr lnrplic~tions of the ~ h ( / o s o ~ h ~  ofAction 

for thr Criminnl Lr~ui (Oxford: Clorendon I'rcss, 7993), ch. 8. 
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ity 7hc ~f t ' -~uoted  words of Sir Frederick Pollock give one influential 
expression of ths conclusion: "The lawyer cannot afford to adventure 
himself with philosophers in the logical and metaphysical controversies 
that beset the idea of cause."= 

Part of tlie lawyerly distaste for metaphysical adventures about causa- 
tion stems from a deep and abiding skepticism about metaphysics in 
general, whether it be a metaphysics of morals, minds, events, or causal 
relations. There are several strands to such skepticism One strand is 
purely metaphysical: the doubt IS that there is any reality to answer 
questions like, "What 1s a moral qualify?," "What is an mtention?," "How 
do we indlklduate events?" Another strand is episternic even if there are 
such thing9 as  causal relations, moral ,qualities, mental states, and natural 
events, and even if such things do possess unitary natures, we less-than- 
omniscient persons cannot know such things with any certainty. Yet an- 
other strand is political. even if there are such things and even if they can 
be known with certainty by someone,' knowledge of such technical mat- 
ters cannot be very widely shared or easily communicated; as a result, 
such truth$ ought to be avoided in designing workable legal institutions, 
because sych truths will be controversial and thus produchve of needless 
conflict P 

These kinds of doubts cannot be allayed in the abstract The only way 
to allay sdch doubts is to seek to produce a plausible, understandable, 
cornmuni<able, metaphysical notion1 of causation. Searching for such a 
notion is also the only way such doubts can be justified. This basis for 
lawyerly Bisdain for the metaphysics of causation, thus, can hardly de- 
motivate my present enquiry. 

There dbes exist, however, a nonskeptxcal basis for denying the rele- 
vance of the metaphysics of causation to the interpretation of legal usages 
of "cause," and, if correct, this view would demotrvate any enquiry such 
as this. Such a basis begins with the quite correct insight that legal texts 
are to be Interpreted in light of the purposes (values, functions, "spirit," 
"mischief;" etc.) such texts serves Often such purposes will justify an 
mterpretek m holding the legal meaning of a term to be quite different 
from the ordinary meaning of the t e h  in nonlegal English. "Malice," for 
example, means roughly "recklessnqss" in Anglo-American cnrninal law, 
whereas if means spiteful or othew:ise bad motive in ordinary Englishb 

' Sir Frederick Pollock Torts, 6th ed. (New York Banks taw Publishing Co., 1901), 36. 
'' Such pqitics-based skepticism about metaphysics surfaced mcntly with regard to my 

us? of the metaphysics of evcnts to answer certain questions of criminal law. Compare 
Samuel Frcemm, "Criminal Liability and t k  Duty to Aid the Distressed," University of 
Prnnsylaania Lrw Rcviezo 142 (1994): 1455-56, with Michael S. Moore, "More on Act and 
Crime," Ulljuersily qf Pcnnsyhanin l.aw &vi+ 142 (1994): 1750-59. 

j On purposive interpretation of legal texts, see Michael S. Moore, "The Semantics of 
Judging," Southern Cutiprnia l a w  Rwim 54; (1982): 279-81: and Moore, "A Natural Law 
Theory of lhterpretation," Soufhnn Califamin Lnw Rmiew 58 (19M): 383-88. 

On the criminal-law meaning of "malice? in the law of homicide, see Moore, "Natural 
L;lw %or$," 332-36. 
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It is certainly possible that ':cause'' is like "malice" in this regard. Whether 
this is so depends on what one takes to be the purpose of those legal texts 
that use "cause." ConsiderjAmerican tort law by way of example. Fol- 
lowing the welfare economics of A C. Pigou, it became fashionable to 
think that the purpose of liability rules in tort law was to force each 
enterprise or activity withifi an economy to pay its "true  cost^."^ Those 
costs includcd damage cauhd to 0the~s by the activity as much as they 
included traditional items of cost like labor, raw materials, capital, etc. 
The thought was that only it  each enterprise paid its true costs would the 
goods or services produce4 by that enterprise be correctly priced, and 
only if such correct pricing (occurred would markets achieve an efficient 
allocation of resources. This,came to be known as "enterprise bability" in 
the tort law of 1950s Amenca. 

If the pomt of tort law were to achieve an efficient allocation of re- 
sources, and if such efficienyy could bc achieved only by discovering the 
"true costs" of each activity in terms of that activity's harmful effects, then 
"cause" as used in tort liatjility rules should mean whatever the meta- 
physics of causation tells us/ the word means. For on this theory it is the 
harmful effects that an activlty really causes that are the true costs for that 
activity; and this rationale thus demands a robust use of some metaphys- 
ical view about causation. 

Contrast this Pigouvian iew of tort l k v  with the post-1960 view of Z Ronald Coase: tort law in eed exists in order to achieve an efficient 
allocation of resources, yet Quch efficiency will be achieved whether tort 
liability tracks causal rcspodsibility or n o t  Coase's essential insight was 
that opportunity costs are rdal costs too, so that a forgone opportunity to 
accept a payment in lieu ofl causing another person some harm already 
forces the harm-causer to '"internalize" all costs of his activities. Such 
harm-causer need not be li+le for such h a m s  1n order to have him pay 
for the "true costs" of his actimty; he already "pays: by forgoing the 
opportunity to be bought o{f by the sufferer of the harm. As each harm- 
causer and harm-sufferer decides on the desired levell of his activity, he 
will thus take into account all effects of his interaction without tort lia- 
bility forcing him to do so? 

On this Coasean analysis of tort law, there is simply no need for liability 
to turn on causation. Rather, either tort liability 1s irrelevant to efficrent 
resource* alIocation (in a world of low transaction costs), or tort liability 
should be placed on the chqapest cost-avoider (in a world where trans- 

' A late expression of this v i e w  of tort law is to bc' found in Guido Calabrcsi, "Some 
Thoughts on Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts," Yale Law 1oumal70 (1961): 499-553. 

Ronald Consc, "The Problem of,Social Cost," loumd of Law and Ebnonrics 3 (1960): 1-44. 
O I thus put asidc those who interpret Coase to be a causal skeyitic. (See, e-g., Richard 

Epstcin, "-4 Theory of Strict Liability," Journal of Leg41 Sr~rdies 2 [19731: 164-6.5, for an intcr- 
pretation of Conse according to which the Coasean insight was that ;we cannot say what is 
the cause of what.) C O ~ S C  made a niuch bettcr point than this "interactive effects" inkrpre- 
tntion gives him credit for: it is that cau,sation does not mdttct for the efficient allocation of 
resources. 

I 
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action costs am high) in order to induce that person to take the cost- 
effective preca4tions. In either case, legal liability should not track causal 
responsibility, for even when there are high transaction costs the causer 
need not be thP cheapest cos t-avoidcr. 

The irrelevance of causation to efficiency has left economists struggling 
to make sense af "cause" as used in American tort liability rules. Since no 
metaphysicaI rgading of "cause" is appropriate to the goal of efficiency 
some policy ca1~ul.u~ xs given as the legal meaning of "cause." Such policy 
calculus typically generatcs a probabilistic interpretation of "cause" in 
tort law, so that any activity that raises the conditional probability of some 
harm that has ioccurred is said to have "caused" that harm.'' For any 
theory seeking to use tort law to give incentives to efficient behavior in a 
world of high transaction costs, this probabilistic interpretation i s  seem- 
ingly just what ris requmd. To criticize such probabilistic interpretation of 
legal cause on the ground that pr~bability~is a poor metaphysical account 
of what causatibn is, would thus be beside thc yomt . . . if efficiency is the 
point of tort law?' 

My own vie&/ undefended here, is that:it is not. On my view, the best 
goal for tort laiv to serve is that of corrective justice. Such a corrective- 
justice view of tort law asserts that we all have primary moral duties not 
to hurt others; when we culpably t'lolatc such primary moral duties, we 
then have a secondary moral duty to correct the injustice we have caused. 
Tort Liability rules are no more than the eGorcement of these antecedently 
existing moral duties of corrective justice- 

This corrective-justice view of tort law demands a robustly metaphys- 
ical interpretation of legal cause. For legal liabilitywtracks moral respon- 
sibihty on this View, and moral responsibility is for those harms we cause. 
"Cause" has to mean what we mean when we assign moral responsibility 
for some harm, ind what we mean in morality is to name a causal relation 
that is natural and not of the law's creation. 

This is even more clearly true of criminal law. If the point of criminal 
law were the utilitarian point of deterring crime, then a constructed idea 
of legal cause could be justified; such a functional definition 
would take into account the incentive effects of various liability rules. But 
the function oflcriminal Iaw is not utilitakian; it is retributive. Criminal 
law serves the exclusive function of ache-ins retributive justice?' This 

I 

O, e.g., Guido Calebresi, "Concerning Causc arid the Law of Torts: An Essay for Hatry 
Kalven, Jr.," Universify of Chicnp  Law Review 43 (1975): 69-108; Steven Shavcll, "An h a l y s i s  
of Causation and tQe Scope of Liability in the Law o<~orts," Journal of L q a l  Studies 9 (1930): 
463-503; and William Landes and Richard Posner, ?Causation in Tort Law; An 'Economic 
Approach," ~ v u r n o ~  of Legal Studics 12 (1983): 109-34i 

For n good di.$cus~ion of the economists' misuse of "cause" to name an increace in 
conditional probabjlit): scc Ridwrd Wright, "Actual Causation versus Probabilistic L i g e :  
The Bane of Economic Analysis," Iournal v j k g a f  Stadia 14 (1985): 135-56; and Wright, "The 
Efficiency Thcory of Causation and Responsibi1ity::Unscientific Formalism and Fabe 9- 
rnantics," Chicaga-@nt h w  Rwiew 63 (1987); 553-78. " Or sa I argue Michael S.  Moore, Placing Blanie: A General Tl~eo y of the Criminal Law 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), clw. 2-4. 
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I requires that its liabibty rules ttack closely the moral criteria for blame- 
worthiness One of those criteria is causation of morally prohibited states 
of affairsJ3 Thus, agam, "cause'? as used m criminal law must mean what 

I it m a n s  in rnoralitv, and what i t  means in morality is to name a relation 
that is natural and-not of the lah's creation. 

Putting aside any policy-based approach to defining "cause" for le- 
gal purposes allows us to ignqre at least half of the legal literature on 
causation. For much of that lithatwe is expliclt in its eschewal of any 
attempt to plug in a correct metaphysical account of causation as the 
legal meaning of "cause " This is certainly true of economists like Guido 
~alabmsi?~ Steven ~hac'ell,]%ilham Landes, and Richard Posnd6 whose 
analysis of legal cause (as prodabilistic) is not based on the metaphys- 
ical view that the causal relatioh is in fact a probabilistic relationt7 This 
is also true of those other desc ndants of the American Legal Realists, 
the Critical LegaI Studies schol g rs like Mark Kelrnan.'s Such "crits" join 
the older Lcgal Realists like Wex MaIone,lg Henry Edgarton;z0 and Leon 
Green21 111 relegating "legal cpuse" to the role of a mere label that 
decorates policy judgments made on strictly noncausal grounds. Such 
legal tests for causation as the, "one house rule'' in torts?' the "year 
and a day" rule in h~mic idc ,~ ' the  "harm within the risk" test of both 
tortsz4 and criminal law,zr the; foreseeability test of proximate causa- 

l 

l%ec ibid., ch. 5, where I take isr;ue 'wjth the Kantian view that our kserts are deter- 
mined by our culpability ("inner wickedness") and not by the effecb of our actions in the 
real world. 
" Calabresi, "Concerning Causc" (sndra no& 10). 

Shavcll, "Analysis of Causation" (supra notc 10). 
'qandes  and Posner, ''C,wsation in fbrt Law" (suprd note 10). 
l7 Conhast the simpk, conditional pro ability analysis used by economists (sr~pm note 10) P with thc more complicated probability, analvsis of causation by phlospphers. Sce, e.g-, 

Wesley Salmon, "ProbabiIistir. Causality,!' Paci/c Philosopiricd Qunrlerly 61 (1980): 50-74. No 
philosopher wc;uld propose a simple incicase in the conditional probability of an event E by 
the existence of m cvent C as an analysis of causation, for that completely fails to distin- 
guish epiphenomena, accidental corrslatjons, and preemptd conditions, On the onc hand, 
fmm true causal rala tions, an the other.' Yet from the point of view of an incentive-based 
system that eschcws any attempt to analyze a pre-legal notion of causatiun; such an increase 
in conditional probability may bc an aptropriate trigger for legal liability. 

Mark Ktlmon, "'he Necessary Myth of Objective C~usation Judgments in Libcral 
Political Theory," Chicago-Kent Laul hi? 63 (1987): 579-637. 
" Wex Malone, "Ruminations on Cau$ein-Fact," Stur&wd Lrrru Reuiau 9 (1956): 60-99. 
20 Henry Edgarton. "Legal Causc," Usiversily qf Pmnsylvahin Law Rwi& 72 (1924): 211- 

44, 343-75. I 

21 Leon Green, Rutionnle q i  Proxivznte LLWSY (Kalws City, MO: Vcmm Law Book Co., 
1927). I 

22 Rym z t  Neu York Ccfitral R.X., 35 N.Y. 210,91 Am. Dec. 49 (1866). (Railroad liable only 
for the lint house that its ntgligently en$ttd sparks ignite, not for each subsquent house 
that Fiwt house, in turn, ignites.) , 

Joshua Urcssler, Undefstarlding rimitid Lmu, 2d cd .  (New York:  att thew-~ender, 
1995): 466-67 ( A  death acumng  mar4 $tan a year and n d q  from the act of a defendant 
conclusi~cly presumed not to be the cff~kt of that act.) 

2 4 S ~ e  Green, Rationair (supra note 21). On this test, onc ~ s k s  whether the harm that 
happened was an instance of the type of harm whose i s k  made the defendant's action 
acgligent to perform; this is not a causal;inquiry, but rather a culpability inquiry. 
" tclrncrican 1 . a ~  Institute, Modcl Penal Codc, section 2.03. 
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tion.' and tl,e explicitly ad hoc policy !balancing advocated by Edgar- 
ton and othcis/" all make no claims to reflecting any underlying reality 
about causatibn. They arc? policy-justified tests that divorce causation in 
the law from: any understanding of cabation outside the law In what 
follows, I shah thus ignore this part of the legal literature on causation. 

What I shqll focus on are those case, doctrines, and legal theories 
whose authots were at least attempting to get the metaphysics right in 
their analysispf causation in the law. Wl+t 1 wish to examine in the body 
of this essay is whether the law that h+ developed as a result of such 
attempts in f$t contains within it a cohcknt conception of causation. I do 
not ask in whkt follows whether the concept of causation presupposed by 
the law is true; 1 ask only whether there is any concept that is sufficiently 
coherent that jit codd be true. 

1 n. THE SEEMING DEMAI~JDS OF TH6 LAW 
I 

i ON THE CONCEPT 07 CAUSATION 

During the heyday of ordinary-lang&qy philosophy Peter Strawson 
urged a task be termed "descriptive metapi-ry~ics."~~ The idea was that 
instead of asbng how things arc, we kould ask how a given body of 
discourse preupposed things arc. In other words, we can tease out the 
metaphysical) presuppositions of a bod? of practices without ourselves 
committing t~ the metaphysics of such practices. 

This is the :task I set for myself in this essay. Without (here) taking a 
position on what metaphysics of causatihn i s  correct, I attempt to describe 
what the liabi)ity doctrines WC have in tfie law presuppose causation to be 
lrkc. I save f+r another day the question of whether this metaphysical 
view of causation is true. I 

X shall approach the law's presuppositions about causation in two steps. 
In this section of the essay, I shall take at face value the usages of "cause" 

here assuming that all such doctrines are what 
of cause-based liability. In the next section of 

be more critical, throwing out some doctrines on the 
grounds that: they cannot be doctrines; of cause-based liability, despite 
their self-labehg in these terms. This second step allows us to narrow the 
concept of cause employed by the law ko a point where there might be 

26 
I 

On foreseeability see hfoore, PIncing Blame ( jupra note 12), ch. 8. The test purports to 
ask a single qucsiion: Was the harm that happened hreswablu to the defendant a3 he acted? 

27 Edgarton, "kgal Cause" (supra note 20). ("Proximate cause" is the label put on the 
conclusion of balancing social and individual interests on a case-by-case basis-) 

2". F. Skaw-sbn, Individirals (London: Methue'n, 1959). Ordinary-language philosophy 
kg.. at Oxford University from 1945 to 1965) went further than I go in the text. Such 
ordinary-lnnguagc philosophers as Cilbcrt Rylc, Ludwig Wittgcnstein, and J. L. Austin 
thought that the oniy metaphysics one can do i s  the descriptive metaphysics described in thc 
Lcxt. For a critique, see Michad Moore, "The Interpretive Turn: A Turn for the Worse?" 
StanJord h w  Rev~ezcr 41 (1989): 927-34. I 
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some chance of discoverkg an answering concept df cause in some plau- 
sible metaphysi.cs. I 

A. Distinguishing causatioh from mere correlation 

Juries are routinely ingtructed that they must 
pora) succession betweqn the defendant's act 

not confuse mere tem- 
and some harm, with 

&iusntion between the Go. For example, the defendant's negligently 
maintained transom ht the plaintiff at a certain place on his head; the 
plaintiff subsequently ddveloped cancer at that spot. Not only is such 
temporal, succession not /identical to causation, but such succession is 
not even very good evidence of causation. Evidenci? of such succession, 
without something more4 is not enough evidence of causation to get to 
a jury.19 

What if the plaintiff inaoduces evidence that suck trauma on heads is 
always followed by such kancers? This may well be: enough evidence of 
causation to get to-the juh, but it is still not to be idktified as causation. 
Juries are still instructed (hat even invariant succession does not inevita- 
bly beloken c a u s a t i ~ n . ~ ~  After all, it might be true that there have been 
and will be only five such;head traumasever, that all' five are followed by 
cancers, and yet, that the* is no causal connection tjetween any of these 
head traumas and cancer. kt is universally true that all clurhps of gold that 
ever have existed and that:ever will exist are less thari a cubic mile in size; 
yet there is nu causal re1dtionship between the factthat some clump is 
gold and the fact that such clump is less than a cubic mile in size. 

Seemingly missing in examples such as the last is any, necessitation of 
the sccond fact by the first. Missing is the kind of necessity seemingly 
present between the fact ,that a chmp is uranium 'and the fact that a 
clump is less than a cubic; mile in size. A clump of uranium cannot be a 
cubic mile in  size (becausq it would exceed critical mass); that necessity 
backs up and explains why, in fact, there never has been a cubic mile of 
uranium. No such necessity backs up and explains why there never has 
been a cubic mils of gold?' 

Thus, universal correlation cannot be identified as causation (even if 
thc former is good eviden~e of the latter). :Needed is some kind of neces- 
sity explaining why there is a universal correlation between two types of 
e'lfents such as head lraumas and cancers. I 

Surprisingly, perhaps, s k h  universal correlation backed up by some 
kind of necessity is still not to be identified as causation. For yet to be 

! 

L e ,  e g  ; Krinin S r r v i c ~ ,  t n c  !v. Wilkins, 164 Miss. 483, 186 SO. :625 (1939). 
>" Although intofidnt ~ucccssion is admissablc as good cvidence of causation. 
'' The example is Dayid ~rrns[ron~ 's  in his argument that accidentally true gtneraliza- 

tiow must be drStin$pishr?d horn . t r w  causal laws. See Amstrong,!What Is a Law ofNntrtre? 
(Cambridge: Cambridge ~ n i v e r s i ) ~  Press, 1983). 



mlcd out id the problem of epiphenomena1 corrdatiol~s.~~ In the case of 
the head trhuma and the cancer, suppose it were true that the kind of 
cancer involved is caused by, and can only be caused by, the kind of blow 
the defendant inflicted. Suppose furthh that the contusion on the victim's 
skin is not qnly caused by such a bloy, but also it can only be caused by 
such a blow. Since the cancer takes longer to develop' than the contusion, 
the cancer df necessity always succeeds the contusion, and thus one might 
think that the contusion caused the c&er Yet we know this is false: the 
blow cause4 the cancer (it's my hypot&t~cal) as well as the contusion, but 
the contusi n is merely ep1phenomer;lal to the cancer-in which case a P universally,tr.ue correlation, and one which is backed by a kind of neces- 
sity, is still hot to be equated with cawation. 

All of thi is, of course, quite commonsensical and not peculiar to the 
law's use o / "ca~se . "~~  Yet in its requirements that a jury be attuned to the 
possibility (hat a temporal sequence (no matter how universal and nec- 
essary) ma$ not be a causal sequence, the law adopts common sense 
without chqnge. 

I 

B Distinguijhing bdwerrr rqually indispensable conditions: 
The causelcondttion disfb~ction 

I 

The law, like common sense, assumes that causes necessitate their ef- 
fects, as we1 have seen. They, m that sense, "make" such effects happen. 
The law alsb joins common sense in thinking that usually causes make a 
difference. This is expressed by the law in its widely used sine qua non 
doctrine, a doctrine which requires a jury to ask, "But for the defendant's 
acts, ufouldl the harm have happened?"34 

An immediately obvious problem ,(for the idea that a cause is that 
which maktis the difference for the happening of some effect) is that there 
are so many such condit ion~.~~Sir  Francis Drake could not have defeated 
the ~panisd Armada without ships, without the lumber with which to 
build such $hips, without oxygen in the air in England, without a Queen 
with some backbone, etc., etc. If all such conditions necessary to the hap- 
pening of some event x are causes of x, then every case of causation is a 
case of mulbple causation. (Such garden-variety multiple cause cases are 

I 

32 For discuisiono of the epiphenomena probkm, see Salmon, "Probabilistic Causality" 
(wpm note 17); David Lcwir, "Cauution," @ r n d  of l*ilorophy 70 (1973): 55667; and 

. Jacgwofi Kim, ('Epiphenomena1 and Superven~ent Causation" in Midwest Stgdies in Philop- 
ophy 1x1 Causation and Causal Theorits, ed. Peter French, Thcodorc Vehling, and Howard 
weltstein (Mirpeapolis: University of Mimesof? Pre65, 1984). 

33 For a disctission of how law, morals, common smsc, and science all converge to dis- 
tin~wish correlation from causation, we hforitz Schlick "Causality in Everyday Life and in 
Recent Scioncc," Unrv+rsit.y of Califamin ~ublicata$is in Phi lns~pky  15 (1932): 99-125. 
a This is thC dominant test for cause-in-fact m both torts and criminal law in America. 

SCE, q., Nem rork Ccntrul R.R. v. Grimstad, 264 F.2d 334 (Zd Cir. 1920); and American Law 
Institdtc, Model Penal Code, section 2.03(1). 

n5 See ~ o o r b ,  Act snd C r i m  ( s u p  note 2), 2dj-76. 
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to be distmguished from the ove~detennination kind of cask discussed in 
the next subsection.) 

John Stuart Mill, with whom h i s  problem is most famou$ly associated, 
took exactly thib Each temporally present necessary condition had 
equal claim with every other such cond~tion to be called the cause of some 
happerung, in any suitably scientific sense of "cause." ~ i l i  relegated the 
discrimination w e  do make in ordinary speech, between "the causeJf and 
"a mere background condit~on,'{ to pragmatic features of the contexts in 
whlch such things were said. If we are doctors, we pick out the factors that 
we can treat; if we are moralists, those that axe blamable; if we are hwtor- 
ians, those that have appeal to normal human mterest, as "the cause "" In 
reality, Mill. held, all such condidions together constituted the cause. 

It is often said that the law is much more discriminating than science in 
~ t s  usages of "~ause."~' This is kasy to show with regard ,to temporally 
successive chains of condihons; as I shall cxplore later, theilaw's concept 
of cause presupposes that causa(ion both tapers off over t i k  and breaks 
off suddenly at certain points m time. 

It is rare, however, that the law actually discriminates between tcmpo- 
rally co-present, equally necessar)! conditions-what I am cqing the ordi- 
nary, garden-vancty multiple cause situations. It is only witH its occasional 
"sole cause'' doctrines that' the llw discriminates betwecn equally neces- 
sary conditions, honoring one bup not others as "the cause." Thus, one ver- 
smn of the irres~stible-impulse t&.t of insanity asks whether "the alleged 
cnme was so conncctcd with such mental disease, in the relation of cause 
and effect, as  to have bcen the preduct of it s01ely."~ Similarly, one version 
of the abuse-of-process tort impdses liability only if the improper ("abus- 
ing") motive was the sole reason motlvating the. dcfendai~t~s use of court 
process. Since there arc always othcr co-temporal conditions necessary for 
the actlons at issue In these cases, and yet liability is imposqd despite thls 
mult~plicity, the h v  presupposeq some criterion for distinguishing causes 
from merely necessary conditioqs. i 

I 

1 

C. Preserving thc posslbiltty of overdetermining causes 

A well-known conundrum in the law concerns what are often called the 
overdetermination cases:' ~ h e s k  are what might be called the exotic 

'' Jolw Stuart Mill, A System of Logic, Book 111, ch. V, section 3. 
"For a discussion of these pragm~tif features in various contexts, s& Joel Feinbcrg, 

Doitrg arid Dnvrving (Prirlccton: Princeton University Press, 1970). 
3"creminh Smith, "Legal C ~ u s e  in Actions of Tort," Holaruord Law Rmim 25 (1911-12): 101. 
?' Pnrsons v. Statc, 81 .\la- 577, 597, 5 5. 854, 866-67 (1887). 
''' The best contemporary legal discussion of these cases is to be found ii Richard Wright, 

"Causarion in Tort 1 aw,', California Lnw l@ew 73 (1985): 1775-98. Ovcrdetkrminntion cases 
drc to be distinguished from garden-variety multiplc cause cases. In thc latter, nu one event 
or state is aufkient to produce the harm, because morc than one event is individually 
necessary to produce the harm. Such sets of individually necessary, only jointly sufficient 
conditions, are w r y  frequent m d  mdy @ell be the most frequent kind; of case. Wright 

! I 



variety ok rnultlplc cause cases, in cpntrast to the garden-varlety multiple 
cause cases discussed in the prevlous subsection. These are cases where 
there is dore than one set of conditions sufficient to bring about the harm, 
in which case neither set is necessary to the occurrence of the harm The 
law rather crisply assumes: (a) that w c  can distingulsh concurrent over- 
determldation cases from preemptive overdeterminatlon cases; (b) that 
for the cdncurrent type cases, each set of sufficient conditxons 1s regarded 
as the caGse of the entire harm; (c) h a t  for the preemptive type cases, we 
can dlstipgu~sh preempting causes ,from preempted factors; and (d) that 
preernptGd sets of sufficient conditions are not causes of the harm and 
that preempting conditions are causes of the harm.'" 

Thus, m the much-discussed "twb fire" cases, where each fire is suffi- 
cient to cjestroy the budding that has, burned to the ground: (a) we should 
distingulsh concurrent cases where1 the two fires join, and the larger fire 
resulting from this then burns down the stmctureP2 from preemptive 
cases whbre one fire arrives hrst and burns down the structure, leaving 
nothing ro be burnt by the second f i e  when it arrives; (b) when the fires 
join (the concurrent case), each fire is the cause of the destruction of the 
building, (c) where the fires do not jom (the preemphvc case), the first fire 
preempt the ab~litv of the second fire to cause the buildmg's destruction; 
and (d) t b erefore, m the latter case, only the first fire is the cause of the 
harm, and the second fire is not a cause of the harm 

Mth r&rd to (a) above, there is,some ambiguity as to how we are to 
classlfy what I shall call asymmelriaal overdetermination cases. That is, 
suppose the fire set by the defendant 1s much smaller than the second fire, 
the two ]pin as before and the resultant hre destroys the structure. The 
second f i e  would havc been sufficient by itself to have destroyed the 
structum, but the defendant's smaller fire would not have been, smce it 
would havc been extinguished by the available equipment before it could 
hive desiroyed the structure. There is some authority for the proposition 
that the l rger  fire IS a preemptive cause, not a concurrent cause, and that 
therefore' the defendant's fire is pitempted as a cause of the harm43 
Preferable, I thmk, is Richard Wright's view: these are concurrent cawa- 
tlon cases, making both fire-starters liable for the whole Each 

I 
I 1 

1 '.. mentions (ip  bid., 1793) a kind of case intc::$:cdiate hetween teguhr multiple cause cases 
and the ovekdeterminatbn variety. If there are three fims, no one of which is sufficient, but 
any two of which are sufficient, to burn the plaintiff's structure, then no fire is individually 
neces5ary td produce thc harm. Although l do not separately treat these, wc should consider 
these too to! be overdetermination cases. ' 

See ibid. 
4Z Thesc drc the facts of Anderson v. -Minncayolis St. P ~ u l  6 5. St. Marie R.R. Go., 146 Minn. 

430,179 NW 45 (1920); and Kzrlpfon U. Chicago:rnd N.M! Ry., 191 Wis. 610,211 N.W. 913 (1927). 
43 Ci. City uj Piqua v. Morris, 98 Ohio St. 42,: 120 N.E. 300 (1918) (negligent mainttnancc of 

drainage wickcts held not a cause of plakztiff's injury from overflowing reservoir, becausc 
thc flood wbuld havc ovcrflawrd the resevbjr even if  the wickets were not clogvd). 

44 Wright) "Causation in Tort Law" (st~pm:note 40), 1794, 1800. 
I 
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fire was still doing its burning (unless of course it could be shown that the 
large fire literally extinguished the defendant's fire by t a h g  its oxygen 
or fuel), and each was a cause:of the building's destruction. 

With regard to (b) above, there is some authority for the proposition 
that it matters to the causal qqestion exactly how each f ke  was started. 
Where (i) each fire is the resuli of culpabk action by an ibdividual, each 
individual's culpable act in startlng his fire is the cause of the harm. But 
where only one fire is the result of the defendant's culpable action, and 
the other fire is the result of (5)  another person's innocent action, (iii) a 
natural event, or (iv) the victijn's own culpable action, then the defen- 
dant's fire is not a cause of the building's destruction!" 

This pattern of liability repeats itself for all kinds of p11ysicaIly caused 
injuries. Thus, where two defendants independently stab or shoot the 
victim, who dies of loss of bloo$ each is the cause of the ?ictiinls deathP6 
Howcver, where the first defehdant inflicts a stab wound on the victim 
that would prove fatal given enough time, but the second defendant kills 
the victim instantly by shootin him, the shooting preempts the stabbing t as the exclusive cause of death(so long as the shooting is "independent" 
of the stabbing in the sense thal the latter in no way causes the former, as 
where a stabbing motivates the shooter to put the victimlout of his mis- 
ery).'" Likewise, where two defendants shoot the victim through the head, 
but one of the bullets kills the victim before the second a+rives, only the 
first shooter is said to have caused the death of the victim?' Where at the 
same time hvo defendants eaCh ride their motorcycles by the victim's 
horse, which. is startled and ihjurcs the victim, each caused the injury 
despite the sufiiciency of the nqise from each motorcycle tb have done the 
job;49 but i t  is  otherwise if one  motorcycle arrives first, scaring the horse 

! before the second arrives. 
This pattern of liability is ill& extended beyond physi&lly caused in- 

juries to overdetermined omissions, reasons, and dangeqous conditions 
cases. With regard to omissions, suppose that each of two $dividuals has 
the legal duty to input his pait of a code in order to prevent a rocket 
launch, and that it takes both pprts of the code being sepaiately inputted 
to prevent the hunch. Sf each omits to input his part, each is the cause of 
the rocket launch. By contrast, khere one person has a legal duty to fix a 
car's brakes, and another has the duty to use the brakes when the occa- 
sion dcmands it, and both omit to do their duty, the second omission is 

'"onk v. hlinnrnapo1is, St. P u d  &lid S: Si. Marie Ry,, 98 M s .  624, 74 N.W. 561 (1898). 
' h  /\gabha Christie, Murder or1 /he OrCnt E x p ~ e s s  (New York: Pocket ~q$ks, 1960). See also 

People v. LOU)& 124 Chi. 551. 57 P. 47W(lti99) (initial gunshot and laterknife wound both 
caused victim's death, t ~ c a u s e  "drop by drop his life curwnt welled out lhm both wounds 
and at the very i ~ s t a n t  of death the gunshot wound was contributinl; td the event"). 

"See gentra11\. H L. A. Hart  and l kny  l+more, Cn'nrcsotio~~ it1 thc L@. 2d ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon l'rm, 1985), 121, 239 I '' P ~ y l c  u D I U ~ J S I I .  .I1 N.Y. 2d 725, 363 N.E.2d 1155, 395 N.Y.S.2d 419 (1977). 

4 y  Corry z;, l i o ~ r ? r r .  182 Mass .  250, 65 N. E. 69 (1902). 
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said to,preernpt the operation of the first, making the accident the re- 
sponsibility of only the second ornitttd0 

0ccat;ionalIy the law concerns, itseIf with the reasons for which an 
as done. The reason sometimes, for example, is defined in such 

a action way t Tl at one must act "wlth the intent to help the If one acts 
for "mixed motives"-where a sufficumt reasori motivating the action 
was to kelp the enemy, but where lanother, also sufficient reason rnotivat- 
ing the ;action was to help a friend-this suffices for conviction. Concur- 
rent, overdetermined reasons are each causally operative. By contrast, if 
one wa t ed  to help the enemy, stood ready to do so, but was then threat- 
ened wjth death if one did not do the act in question, this second suffi- 
cient reTson preempts the first and is the excIusive cause of one's actions2 

With regard to dangerous conditions, I shall below discuss how thc 
removal of opportunities to prevent harm presents special problems mer- 
iting sebarate consideration. When 1 let the water out of your swimming 
pool, pqll out the chair behind you, or take the only food available to you, 
I have created a dangerous condition by depriv~ng you of an opportunity 
that yo4 otherwise could have used to your own advantage. When nature 
takes it4 course, so that you Injure yourself by diving into an empty pool, 
by hitting a hard floor, or by partially starving, I am said to have caused 
your injbries 

suppbse that n very large man ~s drowning in the ocean, that it takes 
two lifeguards to save him, and that the two lifeguards are about to do 
that from their respective lifeguard stands when each is prevented from 
domg s by an enemy of the drow&ng man When the man drowns, I am 
confide 4 t that each lifeguard-preventer would be held to have caused the 
victim's death. A different case, it is thought,-is J. A. McLmghlin's famous 
hypothetical?A and B each indephdently intend to kill V, who is headed 
into the )desert A drains V's water keg, replacing the water with salt; B 
steals thk keg; V dies of thirst in the desert. This is commonly said to be 
a case ok preemptive overdeterrniqation, not concurrent overdetermina- 
tion, ye there is no agreement on who is doing the preempting, A or B. 
Some le 1 a1 commentators hold A lo be the preemptive cause of V's death;" 
others hold B;" and some even think that neither caused V's death be- 
cause each preempted the other? 

I 

wnght, "Causation ~n Tort Law" (supra note a), 1787. 
" The less scnously pwushed treason sPtute m force in England durmg the Second 

Wrld Wad See Rw' v. Stem, [I944 K B 997, 32 Crim App. Rep 61, 1947-1 All Eng. L Rep. 
8 13 I 

SZ kx. v, Sfean " J- A. McLaughlin, "Proximate Cause," Harvnrd hu. Rcvrrz 39 (1925). 155 n 25. 
" 1 i s  i$ Richard Wright's conclusion See Wright, "Causation in Tort Law" (supra note 

401, 1602 I 
I 

55 T h s  is Wr@t's conclusion on a slightly vamd version of the hypothetical, m  bid. See 
aIso J. t. Mackie, The Cenrcnt 4th Uniwrsr [Oxford Oxford University Press, 1980), 45-46. 

This ij and Honore's conclusion lp Causut~on In the law, 2 3 9 4 .  
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i The overdctermmation cases prpent a complex set of distinctions drawn 
by the law. We must simplify this gattern if we are to extract ,any coherent 
conception of causation presupp-ed by the law. In particular, we need to 
examine whcthcr omissions can be causes, whether acts which create 
dangerous cond~tions by removing safety features can be 'causes, and 
whether culpability can affect causation. I shall thus defer commenting on 
what conclusions we should infev from the overdctcrmination cases until 
we have done some pruning in +ese directions. 

I 

I D. The scalar nutun of legal cartsatiorr 
I ! 

Some qualities and relations a& two-valued, all or nothing, like being 
the natural parent of someone el$e, or being dead. Others a,re matters of 
conhnuous variation, like color oi age. h various places, the:law assumes 
that the causal rdation is in the latter category, so that there can be more 
or less of a causal relation, not jdst its total presence or total absence. 

The clearest tiochjnal home fdr this presupposition is in: the idea of 
causal apporti~nrnent.~' Causal apportionment would appo,dion liability 
in tort by degrees of causal contribution. This is in markeg contrast to 
comparative fault which at leasi formally apportions liability based on 
comparisons of culpability, not of lausal contrib~ition.~~ Comparative fault 
schemes make use of causal notions, but the use they make i s  only to 
require the fault to be causally rejevant; "causal fault" thus refers to fault 
that is causally relevant, and the phrase is not an invitation; to apportion 
damage based on degrees of fault and on degrees of causal contribution. 

True causal apportionment is q doctrinal rarity, however much jurors 
may snuggle in such considerations to their calculation of comparative 
fault. Only in the product-misuse aIea of strict liability has explicit com- 
parative causation gained much &f a foothold.59 Still, scholqly proposals 
often make tw of the notion!O the extent that such proposals are or 
become law, a scalar nature to causation is clearly presuppbsed. 

7 Onc idcn of causal apportionmkt, scc Mario Rizzo and Frank Arnold, "Causal 
Apportionment in the Law of Torts: 4 Economic Approach" Columbia Low Review 80 
(1980): 1399-1129; Kaye and Aickn, "A Co,mrnent on Causal Apportionment,,? Journal ofkgnl 
S t u d i ~  13 ('1984): 191-208; and Mario Rszro and Frank AtnoId, "Causa1:Apportianment: 
Reply to thc Critics," \nurtral of Legal studies 20 (1986): 219-26. In his essay in this volume, 
Alvin Goldmnn nicely sets out how our +ligations to vote-even when our individual vote 
is not a necessary condition lor the electioh'5 oukome-can be explained on like grounds (of 
causal cnntributicjn t o  the outcome for w?ich one's vote was not a neccssbry condition). See 
Goldman. "Why Citizens Should vote: 4 Causal Responsibility Approach." 
a' 117 i ts  original opinion creating comparative fault in California (Li  v. 'lellow Cob Co. of 

Culifi>rr:ia. 502 I? 24 1226 [Cal. Sup. Ct. 19751). the Cdlifotniil Suptcme court held that onc 
should apportion (ort li~bility "m dired proportion to the extent of the, parties' causal 
reapon.sibility" (119 Cal. Rptr. 858 footnote ka. 119751 [advance sheets only]). Prior to final 
pubficntion, the court recognized its error, proportioning liability to degre+s of fault, not to 
de rew of causation. 

See the tit~tionr in R i z m  and  mold, "Causal Apportionment" (ru&r note 57). 1402. 
5cc ibid. I 

! 
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The second set of legal doctrines laying bare this presupposition is the 
"dubstantial factor" test first proposed by Jeremiah smith6' and adopted 
by both the Restatement of Torts and the Rcsbtcrnent (Second) of T ~ r t s ? ~  
Smith's idea was that we cap judge whether a mere necessary condition 
td some injury was a legal cause of that injury, by asking whether it was 
a "substantial" cause (or factor) of the q u r y  Clearly a quantitative mea- 
sure is intended here, prrsupposing that causation can be a matter of 
degree. I 

TWO other doctrinal homes for this scalar idea about causation are to be 
fdund in certain excuses and just~ficat~ons in criminal law and XI torts 
Cbnsider first the legal excuse of duress m homicide cases. According to 
the common law, acting u n k r  the threat of another can nevef be a de- 
fdpe to murder-murder is $0 awful that one is s u p p o ~ d  to "just say no" 
to the threatenerP3 Pox a time, however, English law distinguished the 
a compllce who only drove the car from the trigger man who did the f kalling, in that the former cbuld avail himself of the defense of duress 
even though the latter could not.& This I take to be a causal discrimina- 
tipn even though the accomplice contributes to the victim's death in the 
s y s e  that he makes it possi?Ae, his causal contribution is nowhere near 
that of the actual, killer On the view that a lesser causal responsibility is 
n~cessarily a Lesser moral hsponsibility, the lesser wrong done by the 
aqcompl~ce could thus be eligible to be excused by the existence of a 
sdfficiently serious threat. 

'The English courts eventbally abandoned the distinctiontfi but why 
tHey did so is also instructiye: as they saw, there can be a great deal of 
difference between the causd contributions of accomplices. Consider the 
facts of Abbotkg the defediant held the victim while she was being 
s$ewered by a sabre, it taking several thrusts because the sword kept 
h'ttin bone. In such a case, the court properly concluded that the causal f cqntribution of the accomplibe (the holder) was not so much less than that 
of the principal (the skewere!) and refused the defense of duress to either. 

I Consider next the general pstification defense ("balance-of-evils," or "ne- 
cdssity") in criminal law and'in torts 67 Despite the broad language of these 
doctrines, it is generally agreed that one i s  not justified in doing a nor- 
mally crimmal or tortious act-that is, an act causing bad consequences - 
s-rn 1 because the act will also cause more good consequencesSR Rather, II PY 

1 

! F' 5 4  Smith, "Legal Cause" (supra note 38). 
1" Rcstoternent of Ibrts, sections 431-35 (19341; Rrntatemt (Second) of Torts, sections 431-33 

(1/965). 
I L 3  Hqinu v. Howc, [1987-l] All EN- 1,. Rep. 771. 
:G' Director of Public PrvsecutionsjCv Northnn Ireland v. Lynch, [I9751 A.C. 653. 
, "' Regina v. Howc. 
i 66 Abbott 5. The Queen, [1976-31 All Eng. I.. Rep. 140. 
/ 67 See Mjchael Moore, "Torttlrc,md thc Balance of Evils," Israel Law Review 23 (1939): 

280-344; reviscd md reprinted as &apter 17 of Moore, Placing Blanw (supra note 12). 
@ Moore, Placing Blamt, ch. 17,680-84. 

I 
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the act must cause its bad consqquences in the right way in order to be el- 
igible for justihcation by ~ t s  good consequences. Thus, we may not kill one 
person m order to harves t his organs, which are needed by {ivc other, near- 
death patients Yet we may (a) pick one person to be sacrificed for the sur- 
vival of the others, if that one islgoing to die anyway wlth all the others if 
no one is sacrificed;60 (b) pick (me for someone else to kil& as where we 
send out one of our own in exchabge for four hostages held by another when 
we know that the one wlll be kjlled in lieu of the four hostages who are 
re1eased;'O (c) redirect an already moving force (such as a; flood, an ava- 
lanche, or a runaway trolley) sd that instead of kdling fivelpeogle it only 
kills one;" and (13) omit to savk one person in order to save five others 
equally in I , 

All of these I take to be causal  discrimination^?^ Put cruldely, when we 
are not much of a cause of the eJll the law normally prohibits, wc may act 
so as to prevent greater evils; byt when we are substantialfy the cause of 
the first evil, w e  may not act even though such action would prevent 
greater evils Put this way, one skes the presupposition of causal scalarity 
clearly in thesc licenses for con$equentiaIist justification. 

E The linrikd tnmriliuity 4 the cbusal relation , 
I 

A relation (I<) is transitive whdn, if x Ry and y Rz, then x &. The causal 
relatjon would be transitive if or+ could trace causal chains through time 
in this way. If my lighting a match causes rum to ignite, add the ignition 
of the rum causes the entire shi@ to burn? and the burnibg of the ship 
causes a large loss at Lloyd's of London, and the large loss at Lloyd's 
causes a certain insurance exccudive to take his own life-ar(d if the causal 
relationship were transitive-then my lighting a match caused the death 
of the insurance executive (togqther with yet further coniequences like 
the loss of support for his widoiv, etc.). 

Although sometimes legal theoreticians have thought :hat the only 
b l y  causal notion used in the law is fully transitive in thisl way? in fact 
no area of law tracts causal res' onsibility indefinitely. o n e  of the long P recognized deficiencies with the, necessary-condition test of factual cau- 
sation is that, used alone, it would generate an unlimited 1ia:bility into the 

I 

6" bid., 692-94. 1 
bid., 696-98. I 

b i d . ,  694-96. I 
''Z lbid., 689-911. I '' bid., 698-703. 
"The3e are the facrr of l&gkn u ~ n u l k & r ,  U Cox C.C. 550 (ln.lrnd, ~wr;  of Cmwn 

Reserved, 1877). 1 
7.5 See thc Rcstctcnrer~t ( S C C O ~ ~  qi T~rtz; section 131, comment a (1965), b-hich proclaims 

that in law, "cause" is uscd "in the popular sensc. in which thcrr! always !urks the idca of 
responsibility, rraLhc:r than in thc so-called 'philosophic sense' which includes cver). one of 
the great nurnbtx of events without which any happening would not have nccurrcd." 

I 



future '"ur liability doctrines thus presuppose that causatxon is the kind 
of relatioh that can "peter out." The metaphorical picture is of the ripples 
emanating from a stone dropped into a quiet pond: gradually they dl- 
minish ty nothing the further thc ripples travel from their source. This 
attribute Of Icgal causation presupposes that the relation is scalar, because 
only a more-or-less sort of relation can gradually peter out. Yet this attribute 
is a specific use of such scalarity, for it asscrts a proportional~ty between 
proximity and more causation, between distance and less causation. 

Early driters from Sn Francis 13aconf7 (who coined the Latin, causa 
proxlma) bn, held that spatiotemporal proximity of cause to effect, was 
that on which such strength of causation depended. Plausibility is lent to 
this Bacoqian view by the "spatiotemporal coincidence" cases. Consider 
the case of the streetcar motorman who recklessly speeds early on his 
route 111 ope part of the city? NO one is injured whde he is speeding, and 
when he catches up to his schedule he resumes his normal, non-reckless 
speed. Nonetheless, because he sped early on hls route, he arrives at the 
last part of his route just in time to have a tree fall on hls car, injuring a 
passenged One may think that it is the simple fact of spatiotemporal 
distance (between the motorman's negligent act and the harm) that ac- 
counts foq nonliability h e ~ ~ ~ ~  

Yet sirn le s atial br temporal distance does not seem to be what di- P p minishes or "tires1' causation. poisoned candy sent from California to 
~elawarej  or from the moon, is still the cause of the victim's death ~f she 
cats it and is po l~oned;~~  poisoned candy left in a place and in a state 
where it +ill be found and eaten a generat~on later, still causes death at 
that mucK-later time. Spatlotemporal proximty thus seems a proxy for 
something else. 
One po~slbility is to look for those free, infocmed, voluntary human 

choices, ot those abnormal conjunctions of natural events amounting to a 
coincidence, intervening between the defendant's act and the harm. Spa- 
tiokmporhl distance might be a proxy for these kinds of "mtewening 
causes." Yet intervening causes are not what is wanted here (although 
they may laccount for thc streetcar cpincldence case above). Such causes 
are abrupt (see the next subsection) in the way they break causal chains, 

'"e, e.&, Smith, "Legal Cause" (supra note 38), 109. The sine qua non test, or necessary- 
condition test, is discusscd in the text accompanying notc 34 Supra. 
* Sir FraqcIs Bacon, "Maxims of thc Law," in Bamn, The Elements of the Common Law Of 

England (Lopdon: Assigns of I. Moore, 1630).:1. 
'' Berry v. ).lBoraugh of S u p r  Notch, 191 Pa. 345,43 Atl. 240 (1899). For another coincidence 

case, see Dclrny o. N.Y. Coitml R.R., 13 Gray (Mass.) 481 (1859) (railroad's negligcncc in 
delaying at one ~ertion of track, and its subsequent arrival at a flood plain just when a flood 
sweeps dowh and dcstroys goods on the train, hcld not to be a cause of the damage to the 
goods). 

Cf  ~ i r d ' v .  51  Paul L mi Minneapolis Inr. 50.. 224 N Y  47, 120 N.E. 86 (1918) ('Them is 
no usc: in arguing that distance ought not to count, i f life and experience tell us that it does"); 
and Edgarton, "Legal Cause" (sllpra nore 20), 369-70. 

RO Pwpk Botkin, 132 Ca1. 231, 64 Pac. 286;(1901). 
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whereas what IS wanted JS something that allows causatioir to diminish 
I gradually in i ts strength. My own suggestion is that what 'the law uses 

here is simply sheer numbers of events that intervene between the de- 
fendant's act and the ham. ~ o n i  of these events need itself be an mter- 
vening cause a s  the law deflnrs that phrase; rather, when there are too 
many event-"links" in the caus$l chain, it becomes too attenuated to 
support judgments of transltivit$?' 
The particular scalarity the law presupposes causation to have is thus 

a dimmishrnent in the strength of causation in proportion to the number 
of events through which it is transmitted. Where all causal relata are 
events, if t causes w, w causes xi  x causes y, and y causes 2, t may well 
cause y but not z. That 1s what I' mean by the limited transitivity of the 
causal relation as ~t 1s presupposed by our proximate-cause doctrines. 

I 

In addition to the gradual peteFg out of causation over sheer numbers 
of intwwming events, the law qsumes that the causal relation can be 
ended suddenly by the intervention of one of those special kinds of 
intervenmg events which the lay designates an inten-ening (or super- 
seding) cause. Such intervening pauses may interrupt the causal contri- 
bution of an otherwise potent cause (in which case we have an instance 
of preemptive overdetermination); or such intervening causes may bulld 
on the causal contribution of th9 defendant's action8* In either case the 
intervention of such causes beix+een the defendant's act and the harm 
relieves the defendant of any ca~sa l  responsibility for that harm. 

Ln Causution in the Law, H. L. 4. Hart and Tony Honor4 nicely detailed 
how the law recognizes two sorts of intervening causesF3 One involves 
the free, informed, \loluntary act of a third party that intervenes between 

" A refinement may be necessasy her?. II the csusal relation is transmitted over many 
events that are d the same iypr, then the diminishment of causation often 'seems to be less. 
See, e.g., Scott 3. Shhrphrd, 96 All Eng. L. Rep. 525 (K.B. 1773) (liability for causing bury to 
plaintiff by explosion of a lighted squib 'that was thrown into a crowded h~rketplace by 
defendant, nnd then rethrown by each subsequent possessor of it so as to rid himself of the 
danger). The analogy here is to a long mw of dominos; the hlling of each is plausibly 
individuated as one cvcnt, but thcir abiliky to transmit causal forcc sccms,unrelatcd to the 
number of such events. h colorful example offered by Alfred Mele is a variation of People v. 
Botkin (sripm note 60): iVoufd i t  matter jI the poisoned candy was .sent from California to 
Delaware by Pony Express (with numerous handoffsj rather than by train? 

This line is much more difficult to drbw than is recognized in any of the legal l i teratu~,  
yet it is a necesaly line to draw in that preemption intewening causes do not have to meet 
the criteria below articulated for an inteeming eausr. 

Hart and Honurrl, Cmsation in lhe L,aw ( s r rpn  nollt 47). Although the clariry n ~ l d  the 
nonlegal analogues of the idea of an intervening cause were new with Hart and Honnrb, 
thcy built on i~ solid body of casc l.w'.! This c . t ~  lnw is detailed in Charles Carpenter, 
"Workable Rules for Determining Proximate Cause," Col+miu Lnw Rwit-w 20 (1932): 229-59, 
396-119, 471-539. Hart and Hc)nor&'s drtiiiling of the case law is in Causatiori in thc Law, 
153-65, 325-62. ' 
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the defendant's adt and the victim's injury. Thus, a defendant company 
negligently spills gasoline from its railroad tanker car into a city street, yet 
what ignites thc kasoline and burns down 'the town is the intentional 
hghbing of the gayollne by a cigar-throwing arsonist nJ Even though the 
defendant's neghgcnt spilling of the gasoline was quite necessary to the 
town's destructlor(, the arsonist's choice to use the results of the railroad's 
ncgllgence to his (mrn ends relieves the radroad of causal responsibility 
for the town's deshction. The choice by the arsonist operates as a fresh 
causal intervention breaking any causal cham that might otherwise have 
existed between the spilling of the gasoline and the destruction of the 
town I 

Only frcc, inforved, voluntary actions by a third-party intervenor will 
break causal chair/s in this way As Hart and Honor6 describe the cases, 

the baddy movement of the arsonlet was mwluntary, in the sense 
that the digar sllpped from the hand and was not dropped or 
ti-own, i 
the act oP throwmg the cigar was not intentional with respect to 
the burn$ng of thc gasoline, because the cigar-thrower was ig- 
norant of the presence of the gasolibe in the street; 
the act of throwing thc cigar was done under the duress of dire 
threats, a i ~ d  so was xn that sense involuntay; 
the act ofltl~rowing the cigar was done under the limited oppor- 
tunxties fbr choice created by natural necessity, as where the 
cigar wothld othenvise painfully b u k  its holder; 
the cigar-thrower was SO young, so mazy, or so intoxicated as to 
be adjudged irresponsible; 

then the cigar-th&ing sck does not break the causa1 chain and the de- 
fendant's initial ac:t of spilling the gasoline causes the destruction of the 
town.8s I 

The second kind of intervening cause involves natural events, not de- 
liberate human inthenors. Suppose that the!defendant is negligent in its 
installation and mkintenance of the roof bolts holding a multi-ton ware- 
house roof in place,. If the roof bolts fail so that the roof falls on and injures 
workmen below' the defendant's negligent actions will be said to have 
caused the injurie4 to the workmen, This will be true even if a stiff (but 
not unusual) 'breeze contributed to the injuries, in the sense that without 
the pressures on tlic roof creaied by the breeze the roof would not have 
fallen when it did! If, however, the breeze is that kind of extraordinary 
event we call "an akt of God," so that the roof does not simply fall but flies 

LVa;alson .u. ~ e l r t u c 6  mrd lndiann tlridga and Ry. Co., 137 Ky. 619, 126 S.W. 146 (1910). 
6"~ct and Honorb, iCnusatio~z in the Law, 74-77. . 
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over one hundred feet before it injures its victims, then such a gale will be 
an intervening cause relievmg the defendant of causal responsibility foi 
the injury?' 1 I 

Hart and Honor4 call sych cases acts of "comcidence."87 They analyze 
such intervening causes as satisfying five requirements. First, there must 
be an abnormal conjwnctiort of natural events. Only winds extraordinary for 
this time and placc q u a l i ~  as abnormal; breezes normal for this time and 
place do not qualify. Secpnd, We event in question must have causal 
sipzjicance. Merely co-present abnormalities do not qualify. Third, the 
wmd must bc causally i n v e t d e n t  of the defendads actions. If the de- 
fendant's design tor the building so focused the winds' strength as to 
make them abnormally high, the winds are not intervening causes. Fourth, 
the coinadence must be dncontrived by the defendant. If the defendant 
sent out the workmen to bork where he hoped the forthcoming storm 
would blow off the roof' then he has used the storm for his own ends and 
it is not an intervening cnube Fifth, the intervening natural event must be 
subsequent to the defendcqtts action. Preexisting conditions, no matter 
how abnormal or coincideha1 they may be, do not eliminate the causal 
connection between the defendant's act and the harrh. 

There is an odd la&a ib both the case law and abdemic discussions 
of causation raised by the fourth criterion for a coincidence. One would 
have thought that the purposeful exploitation of a natural-event coinci- 
dence would give rise to a kind of noncausal liability, strictly analogous 
to the kind of "aiding of hyman intervenors" liability shortly to be dis- 
cussed. Yet Hart ar?d Honpre are correct that the cases treat contrived 
coincidences on strictly caqsal grounds. Thus, in the case of the extraor- 
dinary winds carrying the hcavy roof to where it injured a workman, if 
the defendant had forescen such a wind and the possibility of such re- 
sultant roof movement and lhad sent the workman to the spot in order to 
injure him, such "contrived coincidence" is treated as no coincidence at 
all. The wind then does no! operate as an mtervening cause; rather, the 
defendant is held hable for,causing the injury?" 

The law could have de?eloped differently. It might have eschewed 
causal talk in such cases, just as it has in the analogous human intervenor 
cases. It might have said that all that need be shown in either case is that 
the defendant made it somiwhat easier for either natural circumstances 
or human mtervcnors to do their causal work, m order to place a non- 
causal "aidmg" liability on,dafendants. We shall pursue this neglected 
possibility when wc seek to economize the law's metaphysical presup- 
positions in Section I11 I 

I 

* These are roughly the fncrs of Kin~bls v Mackmtosh H~nrgtr t l~ Co., 359 Pa. 461, 59 A.Zd 68 
(1948). . ~, 
" Hart and WonotB. Cmtsntion irr 'thr: Law, 77-81. 
nn See cases cited, and discussiod in ibid., 170-71. 
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The law's notion pf intervening cause is actually somewhat broader 
than the two criteria described by Hart and h n o r 6 .  Particularly with 
nondeliberate humaq intervenors, there are many cascs in whxch, d the 
intervention is frea 'sh or dramatic enough, the intervention is held to 
brcak the caus 1 'q hon between the defendant's act and the harm. 
The more frcakish o , these cases can no doubt be explained by applying 
the Hart and Honor4 criteria for natural coincidence, to human interven- 
txon~.~" That is, suppose that in the spilled-gasolme scenano a good Sa- 
maritan sees the gascpline, decides to drain it off the street, slips and falls 
in it, rushes to a house to dry off, instead ignites himself by running into 
a cigar-smoker, seeks to put out the fire on his body by jumping mto a 
pool, w l c h  has unb/knownst to him become filled with the same gaso- 
line, and sets off the ntire town. Even though this case involves a human 
mtervention, if we a ~ l y  the criteria for a comcidence we may well find 
this to be one. 

5, 
Also accounting f$ some of these merely negligent human intervenor 

cases are the factors at work in our judgment of preemptive overdeter- 
mination cases. If o m  defendant has intentionally poisoned the victim, 
who is gradually d y p g  of the poison, but another defendant inadver- 
tently (innocently or, negligently) shoots the victm dead xmtantly, the 
sccond defendant's shootmg is a preemptive cause90 It is a kind of in- 
terverung cause, no matter how unintentional or how lacking in culpa- 
bility in any way xt may have been. The shootmg's status as an intervemg 
cause also does not depend on any fieakxshness of the klnd that makes 
one think of coinadence. We simply know that the victim died of the 
gumhot, not of the ppison. 

With these quahfications for some merely negligent intervenors break- 
ing causal chains, Hbrt and Honor6 accurately describe the law as re 
garding a free, infornied, voluntary act of a human intervenor as breaking 
causal chams. Desplte this, Hart and Honord rather inelegantly excepted 
the givlng of reasons and the provision of opportunity from their thesis." 
That is, if the defendjant suggested, offered, encouraged, threatened, or 
othcnvise induced another mto causmg a harm, then such reason-giving 
behnvlor was a cause of that harm despte the intervening cholce of the 
person to whom the defendant gave such reasons Analogously, if the 
defendant's culpability consisted in providing ap opportunity to another 

e9 This is something which Hart and Honor6 suggest in hid., 136, 182-85. 
'' E.g., State u. Scates, 50jN.C. 409 (1858) (defendant who ibumcd child not liable for the 

child's d ~ t h  it an intewe+ng blow 011 thc? head by a third party killed the dying cldd). 
In the original edition of their book, Hart and J-lonor$ simply except such situations 

from the normal rule aboqt intentional intervening agents. See H. L. A. Hart and A. M. 
J3onor4, Caus~t ion  in Ihc Law [Oxford: Clarcndon Pmss, 1959). As Joel Feinbcrg noted, these 
were ad hoc, uncxplained, land ~'emingly unlimited as exceptions. Sw Feinberg, "Causing 
Volur~tary Actions," in Faiqberg, Doing nnd Deserving (srcprir note 37). In the second edition 
of Cnuwtion i~ the Law (srrpm note 47), chapters VII and XI11 now deal extensively with the 
provision of opportunities and the giving of reasons as "non-central" kinds of causings. 
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to cause harm-say by leavi'g the keys m the ignition df a bulldozer that 
some vandals then run down,a hll  into a h ~ u s e ~ ~ - t h e n  such opportunity- 
providing acts are the cause, of the harm despite the intentional acts of 
those who scize the opyortubity. 

The legal fact that Hart an4 Honor4 were trying to accommodate is the 
fact that thmc is Iiab~llty for buch actions in both torts and criminal law. 
Oddly overlooked, however, was the fact that the law largely deals with 
the reason-givmg half of this phenomenon in noncausal terms. That is, 
the liability of one who soliqits, offers, suggests, or procures another to 
cause a harm is not for causpg the harm; rather, the former is liable for 
the harm on the criminal-law theory of accomplice liabilityy3 and on the 
tort-law theory of a joint toft feasor by virtue of acting in concert. The 
principal m such a theory dust cause the harm in question to be held 
liable, but i t  IS well establisheg that the procurer need not cause the harm, 
his soliciting, offering, suggestmg, or procuring is enough for accomplice 
liability (or joint-and-several( tort liability) without need of any causal 
relationship to the harm itself?" 

The only catch here is thaq the procurer who induces the principal to 
canse thc harm must do hi$ rnducing with the purpose (or "speufic 
intent") !hat he induce the hrincipal to cause the harm. If one gives 
reasons to another to cause q harm, but does so innocently, negligently, 
recklessly, or merely knowingly, t h s  lesser culpability is insufficent for 
liability. In such cases the reagon-giving procurer must be liable on causal 
grounds if he is to be liable qt all; but the intervening choice of the one 
who causes the harm eliminates any causal responsibilpy here. 'The up- 
shot 1s that a less-than-purpou/cful inducer is not liable for either alding or 
causing. 1 

Thc procurer who threatens, another and in that way irlduces another to 
cause harm is distinguished from other types of procurers. The threaten- 
ing procurer places the harmpwser under duress, making his cholce to 
cause the harm not sufficie~tly voluntary to be an in'tervening cause. 
Thus, the threatener xs liable for causing the harm he induces another to 
cause by his threats, and thid causal liability does not require the high 
level of culpability (pwpose)lwith which other types of procurers must 
do their procurmg in order to be liable on an accomplice theory. 

The existence of these two different bases for holding someone hable in 
both criminal law and tort Ibw has generated considerable confusion. 
Suppose Lhat a more-culpable procurer or other aider $duces or other- 

, 
92 Rlihvrd-<on u Honr, 41 Cal2d 7 4  185 P2d 269 (1955). 
'' Particolsrly clear and systematic about this is Sanford Kadish, Theory of Cornplic- 

ity," in R. G;wison. ed.; is we^ in Contempornry L q a I  Philosoph;i: The ltlflurnce of H. L. A. Flart 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987); and Kadish, "Causation and Complicity: A Study 
in the Intrrprcbtion of Doctrine," Cpl$bmin LOW Review 73 (1985): 327-410: reprint4 in 
Kildish, Rlett~e a n i  I 'un~lznrmt  iNew York: Machlillan, 19R7) '" Sec thc two essays by Kadish cited ill note 93 5zr~rn .  



wise aids a less-culpable principd to cause some harm. For example, A 
tclls BIifalsely, that B's wife is having an affair with C. A tells B this with 
the intent that 0 (who is very jealous, has a nasty temper, and is prone to 
v~olenc~) will kill C. B docs so in a fit of jealous rage, making B guilty in 
many j~risdictioi~s of voluntary manslaughter. A, the theory goes, is guilty 
of aidqg B in the voluntary-mandaughter killing of C, but A is not a 
voluntpry-manslaugl~ter killer of C himself because A did not cause C's 
death. put A is also guilty of causing C's death by his use of a partly 
mnoceqt agent, 0; since A was not provoked, his causing of C's death is 
murder. A both is and is not the cause of C's death, because B's act both 
xs not and is a11 intervening cause of C's death!95 

Things are somewhat different where liability IS predicated on the pro- 
vision pf opportunities to anothm to cause harm. There is a form of 
accomplice liability here in criminal law, as there is a form of joint tort 
feasor liability here for one not acting in concert. One can be liable in tort 
law or yriminal law for aiding another to cause harm, when the aid is not 
of the reason-giving kind but is, rather, of a kind that makes it easier for 
the principal to cause the harm even when he does not know of the aid 
hc has been given. I may intercept a warning telegram that otherwise 
would have warned the victim that a murderer is looking for him; I have 
no agreement with the murderer, we are not "acting in concert," and he 
does ngt know that I exist or that he has been aided. Yet such aid is 
sufficiep for liability here, and the liability is noncausalP6 I am held liable 
for making it easier for the harm to be caused; I am not liable for causing 
the harp, because intervenmg between my act of aiding and the harm is 
the free1 choice of the murderer. ' 

So fad this is very much the same as it was for the reason-giving kind 
of a~dmlg. And what was true of the latter is also true here: such not-in- 
concert hiders must act with the highly culpable mental state of purpose to 
be liable as accomplxces. MereIy negligent, reckless, or even knowing aid 
1s insufhclcnt for accomplice liabilw. Unlike the reason-giving situation, 
howevep when an actor provide3 opportunities to another to cause harm, 
and thelfirst actor is negligent precisely because of the risk of such caus- 
ing of hbnn by another, there is a causal liability placed on the first actor, 
at least in tort law. Thus, where a defendant railroad negligently carries 
a passenger beyond her destination and then leaves the passenger on a 
dark anp dangerous stretch of track, and the risk that makes this negli- 
gent is nealized-the passenger is raped by a third party-the railroad is 
liable m torts for the rape?' Sxrnilarly, when a construction company 
leaves keys in a bulldozer after the'close of work, and the nsk that makes 
this negligent is realized-vandals start up the bulldozer and run it down- 

":' See Glanvtllc Williams, Crinrtnal Inw-?he Gcnerul Part, 2d cd. (London: B. Henrvorths, 
1961), 391. 
''. Stntr bx. tcl. Att'y Gen'l v. Tidry, 102 Ala. 25, 15 So. 722 (1894) , 
" Hincd v. Garret!, 131 Vri 125, 108 S.E. 490 (1921). 
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hill from thc construction site into the plain tiff's house- t11k construction 
company is liable in torts for 4he damageP8 In such a case, the free, 
informed, voluntary choice of the primary wrongdoer is not iconsidered to 
be an intervening cause. I 

Putting aside, for now, this laqt exception (about tort liability for neg- 
ligently providing opportunities to wrongdoers), the existence of a non- 
causal, accomplice basis for liabi\ity allows one to alleviate, the apparent 
tension between saying both that free, mformed, voluntary acts break 
causal chains and that the provision of reasons or of opportunities that a 
third party then freely chooses to exploit nonetheless causes the harm 
such a third party brings about. Rather, one can more consistently main- 
tain that such third-party choices always break causal chains and yet 
maintain that sometimes nonca~sal liability is placed upon the original 
actor anyway 

This accommodating strategy works as well as it does because accom- 
plice liability is designed to pick up behind the intervening-cause doc- 
trine (of the free, mformed, v o l p a r y  a c t ~ r ) . ~  That E, if the would-be 
yrmcipal does not have the kind, of free, mformed, voluntary choice that 
breaks causal chains, then the would-be accomplice is liable for the harm 
on causal grounds, not on-acco~plice grounds. Suppose A threatens P 
wlth serious injury unless P cauges a certain hkm.  If P causes the harm, 
P has an excuse of duress, and P,'s choice is not an intervening cause, so 
that A is liable for causmg the1 h a m .  Similarly, if A hdws  that P is 
ignorant, crazy, intoxicated, under the duress of another or of natural 
circumstance, and A cxploits this weakness by getting P to cause some 
harm, A again is llablt. on causal, not accomplice, grounds. J t  1s only when 
P meets the conditions for being qn intervening cause, so that A cannot be 
held on causal grounds, that the,law makes use of accomplice hability. 

I 

G. The limited liability for ornissiotls 
I 

The law has always had difficulty in dealing with omissions. It helps to 
be clear at the start about what ofnissions are: they are literally no things 
at Suppose X stands on the dock and watches V drown, when A 
could have saved V w ~ t h  little risk or even inconvenience to himself. A 
has omitted to save 1'. What this means is that A did nothing to save V. 
More tecluucally; there was no ahtoken of A's that had the causal prop- 
erties needed for it to be an mstance of the type of action, saving V. The 
ornisslon to save V is literally the absence of any action of saving V by A. 

For most omissiuns, the Angl&Amcrican law of torts and crimes pro- 
vides no liability- For some omittqrs, howevcr, there is liability- (1) where 

Y"ichardson 2. H m  ((supra note 92). 
00 See the two essays by Kad~tih cited i,m note 93 srcpm 
'" Michael Moore, Act and C r m  (suprd note 3, 28-29; Moom, "More on Act and Crime," 

Ui~iv~.rs i ly  of Pennsylufl?~~~ IAW I(evtzw 142 (1994). 1785. 



A is the parent or other close relation of V, A is Liable; (2) where A culpably 
causes V's condition of peril, Ais liable; (3) wherc A mocently causes V'S 
condition of peril, A is liable; (4) where A undertakes to rescue, but either 
abandons his undertaking, or performs it culpably, A is liable."' 

There are two standard routes that attempt to account for these legal 
facts on causal grounds. The first rests on the premise that all onlissions 
are causes, so' that A's omission to save V is a kind of killzng of V?OZ What 
distinguishes, the usual case (whcre there is no liabllity) from the excep- 
tional cases (where there is liahllity) is a noncausal notion of legal duty. 
Strangers owe no legal duty not to kill by omiss~on (although they do 
have a duty hot to kill by commission); close relatives, causers-of-the- 
condition of penl, and rescue-undertakers do have a legal duty not to kill 
by omisslon as weH as by commission. 

The second route begms with the opposite premise: almost all omis- 
sions are not /causes of the harms they omit to prevent. In the exceptional 
cases, howevpr, such omissions are causes. One might think this (rather 
crazlly, to be sure) on the ground that the bare fact of legal duty can give 
causal potenCy to omissions that are otherwise without it.lo3 More plau- 
sibly, h s  route looks behind the legal conclusion about duty to the facts 
that give rise to the various legal duties not to omit. Each of these facts, 
so goes the prgument, represents a kind of causal involvement iu the 
victim's situation.104 By causing the condition of peril, by undertaking to 
rescuc, or by entering mto an intimate dlation wlth the victim, A would 
have so enteked into the genesis of the victim's harm as to be its cause. 

H Preserving; the exiensmuzlity of causal statements while accommodating 
the distinction between "an act that is negligent causing" 
und "the neglk$enc~ causing' 

Irnagrne alcase whcre unlabeled rat poison is placed with food near a 
stove in a lcitchen.lO% person m the kitchen is mjured when the rat 
poison explodes because of the heat of the stove. A court focusing on the 
danger that ,such unlabeled rat poison might mistakenly be consumed 
might well say both (1) that the act of placing the rat poison in the kitchen 
caused the hjury, and (2) that the act of placmg unlabeled rat poison in the 

"" Joshua ~~kssler ,  Undrrstnndi)ip Criminal h b  (New York: Mathcw Bender, 1987), 83. 
"IZ See, e.g., George Fletcher, "On the Moral l e e v a n c e  of Bodily Movements," University 

of P~ennsylva~~ia Low Reuitw 142 (1994): lM3-53. , . 
I"' fhis is Joseph Bealc's apparent view, in hale .  "The P ~ o x ~ t e  Consequences of an 

Act," Hamard Xevinv 33 (1920): 637. 
Scc Epstqn, "A Theory of Strict Liability" (supra note 9), 192: and Eric Mack, "Bad 

Samaritanism and thc Causation of Harm," Philosophy and Public Aflairs 9 (1980): 240-31, 
242-43. 1 

' 0 ~  Thib: is thk famous hypothetical used by ~oi>ert Keeton, k g d  Cause in the Law of'Ibrb 
(Columbus, OH: Ohio State University Press, 1963), 3. The hypothetical is basicd on the facts 
of hrrimovc v. American hhtional Insurance Co., 184 Okla. 614, 89 P2d 340 (1939). 
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kitchen did not cause the injVy Since the second is the description of 
the act that descxibes it in the way which reveals the act to be negligcnt, 
the second description is the basis for the causal judgment, relieving the 
defendant of liability. I I 

I 

It is not clear how the law can make both of these statements, at least 
on the most plausible view of e$ent individuation. There was 0i11y one act 
of placing rat poison, even thoygh there are many descriptions of that act 
differing from one another byi their mentioning of differing properties 
possessed by that act?" It was 1" the first act the defendant did that morn- 
ing"; it was "the stupidest a$ he did that day"; it was "the placing of 
unlabeled rat poison with the feed in the kitchen"; and it ~ r a s  "the placing 
of combustible items near the 'stove.'' , 

Yet if this is but one act withlmmy different descriptio& then i t  seems 
the law is guilty of violating Leibniz's principle that iderlticals are indis- 
cernible in all of their properti$s.'07 That is, if "x" is one description of the 
act, and "y" is another, and x =  y because there is but one numerically 
distinct act, then anything thtt can be truthfully said of x can also be 
truthfully said of y, and vice v$rsa. Formalized, the principle is: (x)(y)[(x - 
y) 3 (Fx = Fy)]. Thisis sometimes called the principle of substitutability 
salva veritafc, because if x an4 y are one and the same thing, wc can 
everywhere substitute one deskription for the other without changing the 
truth value of the overall e x p h i o n  in which they appear. 

The legal example given Set3fIIS to violate this principle. If ''placing the 
rat poison" and "placing the unlabeled rat poison" are just two difierent 
descriptions of the same act, ithen any property of one! must also be n 
property of the other Yet the, \relational property, being the cause of the 
injury, is said to be true of rhf act described as "placingthe rat poison," 
and false of the act described ,as "placing the unlabeled 'rat poison." 

If one is a radical skeptic about law, one might celebrate this lack of 
extensionality to statements of legal cau~ation.'~' For such statements' 
dependence upon description)for a truth value is just what is wanted by 
the skeptic in order to deny +rise to these statements. Anything can be 
the legal cause of anything CIS?, or not, depending on which descriptions 
of the events are arbitrarily selected. 
Such skepticism gives up:an there behg any relatikn in the world 

named by "cause." If we want to look for a concept of cause that the law 
uses and that makes sense, ihen we have to see what' can be done to 
alleviate this problem, not celebrate its existence. The most obvious way 

I I I 

lW For a defense of the view thatithere is only one act hew, a l th~ugh thcre are many 
different descriptions of it, see MOO&, Act und Crime (mpra note 2), ch. 11. 

'')' For a discussion of Lcibniz's principle in  a legal context, see Michnel Moore, "Fom- 
secing Harm Opnquely," in John ~+dnar, Jeremy Harder, and Stephen Shutc, cds., Action 
end Vnhe in Crirnimal Lau: (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993). , 

'"This is what Mark Kelman d s, albeit with an imperf~ct grasp of just what cxtcn- 9 ~ionalitgl is. See Kelman, "N@c@ssary~Myth" (SUPTO note 181, 604-6. , 
' I I 
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to accomnodat& the pair of legal s t a t e m ~ t s  with which rrle hegan is to 
change what, qkite literally the statements are about.'" Specifically the 
idea is that th~second statement is not about the act of placing thc rat 
poison in the kitchen; rather, the statement's subject is  really thefact that 
that act had a cbrtain property, being the placement of a poison that was 
both near food, bnd unlabeled."* So translated, the second. statement re- 
ally says t l ~ t  tqe fact that the act was one of placing mlabeled rat poison 
h~ the kitchen had no causal relevance t? the fact that the injuqr took 

1 place. 
Now there is bo incompatibility between the two statements with which 

we began. It can be true that the act of plicing thr rat poison caused the 
injury, and yetialso true that the fact that the injury occurred was not 
caused by thefict that the rat poison placed in the kitchen was unlabeled. 
The event that the action is not the same as the fact that that event had 
a certain property, so both of these state@cnts can be true without vio- 
lating ~eibniz'$ principle. I 

The law thus presupposes that there are such things as facts about events, 
as well as the events themselves. Such facts about events are often called 
tropes, or abstrbct particulars, or concnteuniversals?" The general idea 
is that the possession of a property by an event is a thing in its own right, 
in addition to both the particular thing (the event) and the universal thing 
(the property). Such having-of-a-property1 things can then be both causes 
and effects, as bath the law and common se*e recognize in their discourses. 

The law coulp be committed to such a ttope metaphysics in one of two 
ways?12 In the /noderate form, the law could assert that both events, and 
facts about events, can be causes and effects. The law would then have to 
spell out ~Yhenlevents are to be used as ciusal d a t a ,  and when facts are 
to be used instead, because, as we have seen, events and facts; give quite 
different answtrs to causal questions. Th$ law would also have to make 
sense of two such different things standihg in the causal relation. Alter- 
natively, the law could be more extreme in its tropist metaphysical. com- 
mitments: it could hold that the only truejcausal relata are tropes, that its 
usage of even4 is not to be taken serious~y, and that the lattgr event-talk 
can be parapptufased away when it beconies t r o~b l e so rne .~~  In either the 

I 

1w For a discuskion of this refcrcnce-shifting .stinteg); see Moore. "Poreseeing Harm" 
(suprrr note 107). 1 i 

'In For an cxcellknt discussion of the differcmcc bctween facts and evmte, scc Jonathan 
Bennett, Events nnh' Their Nan1c.s (Indinn~polis. Bobl$s- erri ill, 1988:). 

See Keith ~ahybe l l ,  Abstract Porliculars (Canjhridgu, MA: Bkckwell, 7.990). It is not 
uncontroversial whcthet facts are tropes, or whethcr tlwy consist instead or a complcx of 
substmce-particu$rs end universals. "Lntrodu~tion," in P. H. Mcllor and Alex Oliver, 
eds., Pmyerti~.;  (qford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 13-20. 
"' Thcsc two kinds of commitments to tropcs arc distinguished in Chris h l y ,  "Tropes," 

Proceedings ofthe &totelinn Society 94 (1%): 33-61; rewritten and rcprintcd in Mellar and 
Oliver, eds., Props tics (supra note 111). I 

") See J. L. MacbeJje.s position on facts versus wcntr as causal ~elata. in The Cement oJ thc 
Universe (supra nore 55). 

I 
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moderate or .the extreme form. t i e  law must make sense ofl thcre being 
such tropes and of tropes' being the kinds of things that can stand in the 
causal relation. ! 

The law joins common seke  in presupposing that the causal relation is 
asymmetrical: if x causes y, then i! is not the case that y causes x. Further, 
the law assumes that this asymmetry exists in only one dlrcqtion in fimc- 
if x causes y, then y cannot precede: x in time. Apparent counterexamples- 
such as when we attribute the soqd hit on a golf ball to a golfer's follow- 
through on his swingli4-are to be paraphrased away. A more accuratc 
rendering is that the golfer's focus on his follow-through at or just: beforc 
contact with the ball is what causes a square hit with the ball; since the 
mental focus precedes the hit, no violation of the temporal sisymrnetry of I the causal relation is to be found, in such examples. I 

The law's presupposihon that causality is temporally asymmetrical 3s 
to be found in the law's liability doctrines. Zf A sets off his dynamite and 
scares B's minks into killing their ~youn~, ' '~  A may be liable for B's loss of 
minks; B is not liable for A's loss ~f his dynamite, because in no sense did 
the killing of their young by B's minks cause'A's dynamite to be destroyed 

I I 

1. The greater the culpability with 4hich on act is done, 
the greater the causal power of that lac; 

There is a tendency, noted bd many of the earlier commentators on 
causation in the law!16 for courts to find a highly culpable actor to have 
caused a harm when a less culpable actor would not have( been s a ~ d  to 
have caused such a harm. Culpabklity might increase because of the gross- 
ness of the negligence of the defendant; because hls act was not only 
tortious but criminal; because his act was not merely negligent, but reck- 
less or intentional; or because hisimohves were particularly bad."' In any 
case, such increased culpability has been treated as a kind of aphrodisiac 
to causation, enhancing the lattek's reach and power. 

Such a rdatjonship between c&lpability and causation is; distinct from 
the relationshp discussed in c+ection with "contrived coincidences " 
In the latter cases, the defendant not only intends the type of harm that 
actually occurs-he also utilize$ the quirks of nature as'his intended 
means to bring about the ham.'The cases presently considered make a 
cruder judgment:.just because tbe defendant has greater culpab~lity in 

I 

n4 Jennifer Hornsby, Actions (London: Koutledge, 1980), 76 11. 1 
These are the facts of Fostcr a Prcs!on Mill Co., 44 Wash.2d 440, 2681P.26 645 (1954). 
See, P g., Smith, "Legal Cause in Actions of Tort" ( w p m  note 38), 230-32. 

"' All of these cases are detailed in Edgarton, "Legal Causc" ( w p m  nute 20), 356-60 
I 
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virtuallv arqldimension, he can be held liablr for causing the harm even 
when (he causal relationship betwee+ his act and the h a m  is quite 
attenuated. I I 

J 111. PRUN NG THE LAW'S DEMANDS ON A CONCEPT OF CAUSATION 
I 
I 

The single \greatest common fault uf :the legal literature on causation 
has been its ctcdulity with regard to the law's dcmands on the concept of 
causation. ~ j ~ ~ c a l l y ,  legal theorists have taken legal usages of "cause" at  
face value in the sense that, without questioning such usages, they have 
thought that phe~x theory of legal causgtion had to fit a11 of them. For 
theorists witl~~arnb~tions to account for legal. causatmn in terms of a mcta- 
physrcs of causation, this credulity and conservatism has made their task 
impossible. The law has mixed too rnmy extraneous elements into what 
it  calls "causation" for there to be much hope for any metaphysical trans- 
lation. In this section, I shall, according1 , seek to prune back these legal 
usages of cau ation so that the deman made on the concept arc not d I b obv~ously Irn ossible ones for any metaphysics to rna?t, 

I I 

A. ~lirninat ing! any supposed aphrodisiac eficcf 
of culpability oh causal potency 

I 

I shall begin with the last demand lust discussed, that causation be a 
relation affecthd by the degree of culpaqility with which the act (that is 
the putatwe cduse) was done. As skeptic? about causation in the law have 
often pointed there is no metaphysicaI account of causahon that I 

could meet Wis demand. For to meet this demand would q u i r e  the 
I 

I 
(metaphysicall'y) strange view that the mental. state of the actor itself had 
a causal influepce on the injury, mdepenbent of its influence through the , 
act that executes such mental state. If the defendant mtends some harm 
H, and he acts in a way such that H domes about, albeit 111 a rather 
freakish way, then on this view the interqt IiteralIy adds causal power to ! 
the act of the defendant's that executed b s  intention. Thc only way the I 

intention could do this is by ~tself causi- H, in addition to the causing of I 

H done by thc intention through the d~fendant's action. Absent some 
stronger evidence than we have about the felakinetic powers of our minds, 
this is surely mpossible. Intending H by ltself does not make H occur, 
and even clicking your heels three tlmes \won't help. I 

Now consider the role of gross negligence as a causal extender (as 
cornpard to &dinary negligence). To lqe grossly neghgmt, one need 
have no attitukinal difference vis-bvis the person who is only ordi- 
narily negligedt; to be grossly negligent, it 1s enough that one does an 

I 



I 
objectively stupid act, namely, one 'where the harms risked far exceed 
any possible gains. (In the colorful lakguage of the late Judge MacGruder, 
the difference between negligence b d  gross negligence is the differ- 
ence between being a fool and bedg a damned fool.) In such cases of 
gross negligence, we do not even M v e  a mental state of the aktor to do 
the magically extra causal work. Gther, the moral quality of culpabil- 
ity (in the form of gross negligence3 would have to pull the extra load 
here. Even to those moral realists 'fike myself who are sympathetic to 
the causal power of moral qualities,LP9 this seems a strange causal power 
to attribute to such qualities. The y rma l  sorts of things moral qualities 
are said to cause are behaviors and1 beliefs of persons; this view would 
require us to think that moral qualities like culpability can Blso caus- 
ally contribute-again, directly and without mediation by ye acts of 
the indivrdual who is culpable-to ,earthquakes and train wrecks. 

If one finds the needed metaphyqics to be too implausible to be even 
seriously considered, then one sh-ld reject those cases (and the doc- 
trines they announce) that would impose this demand on legal causation. 
Such cases should be considered to be a kind of understandable mistake- 
understandable because often we cloud our judgment on one ~s$ue by our 
fervor on another, but a mistake k a u s e  we have no need to double- 
count our culpability judgments. weshould adjust our overall jhdgrnents 
of moral responsibility and legal li4ility by giving culpability its proper 
due, no more, no less; having done @is, we have no reason to ierryman- 
der other components of responsi~hty, such as causation, so as to give 
even more weight to culpability. If wk are clear-headed about this, we wdl 
simply get rid of such doctrines, not try to accommodate thkm in our 
construction of the law's presupposed concept of causation. , 

The doctrines that we need to p q e  back here are four in number. First 
and foremost, we should eliminate; the entire family of doctrines that 
allow the comparatively greater cuqability of a defendant to extend the 
causal power of his actions through ace and time. I refer to the proxirnate- 
cause doctrines alluded to earlier)? doctrines holdjng khat "no harm is 
too remote if  it is intended," etc. I 

The second place in which culpability is given magical cauqal powers 
is in the overdetemination cases of1 the concurrent type. Our karlier ex- 
ample was the two fires, mdependently set and each sufficient tp bum the 
sbucture, that jam to burn the strdcturr. The doctrinal suggestion was 
that it matters to a culpable defendyt's status as a cause of the destruc- 
tion whether the other fire was also yulpably set, or whether it was either 
innocently set or was a firc of naturdl origin. For reasons simildr to those 

i I 
I 

"O hfichael Moore, " ~ o r i  ReaLty," ~rscod in  Law h i m  1982,1061-11%; Moore, "Mord 
Reel~ty &visited," Mzchignn Law Review 90 (i992): 2424-2533. , 

lZU See the text accompanying note 117 su#m. 
I 
I 
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just discussed, therc is no metaphysics that can make sensc of ths dls- 
tincti~n.'~' If dhe only difference between the second fires in the range of 
cases we arc considering 1s the culpable ~ntention, culpable negligence, or 
moral agency ,of the second fires' sources, thn t can make no difference in 
the defendant's causal responsibility. The suggestion that it does should 
be rejected, avd the law should be treated (as it rnostlj+ is cayway) as 
frndlng the defendant causally responsible for the destruction in all vari- 
ations of the& concurrent overdetermination cases. This does not: neces- 
sarxfy mean that the defendant will be liable in all of these cases, for there 
may be some lnoncausal doctrines that save certain causally responsible 
defendants from liabihty. Where the concurrent, overdetermining cause is 
the victim's own culpable fire-start~ng (in the two-hres-that-join sort of 
example), the) the noncausal doctrines of "contributory negligence" and 
"assumption of the risk" will relieve the culpable firc-starting defendant 
of liability in tort (although not in crirnhal law). 

The third doctrine to be eliminated here is the doctrine of contrived 
coincidences. As we havc seen, contrived coincidences are not said to 
break causal chains. The factory owner who hopes that his workers will 
get hit by the' roof being carried by an 'extraordinary wind, and sends 
them out for \hat reason, cannot escape a cause-based liability for their 
deaths despite the intervening act of GO&. 

Here again,, wc have to altcr doctrine if we are to havc any hope of 
findzng a co9rent conception of cause presupposed by the law. For it 
cannot be the case that the very same storm i s  an Intervening cause, or i s  
not, dependmg on the state of mind of thq defendant; it cannot bc the case 
that the very +me acts and omissions of the defendant are the cause of 
the workmen's deaths, or not, depcndidg on 'the state of mind of that 
defendant. Again, our minds do not have these krnds of telekinetrc powers 

We ought toisay that the criteria for an intervening cause do not include 
contrivance bi the defendant. This means that irrespective of whether the 
defendant inte'nded the storm to kill the workmen, the defendant did not 
cause their de$ths 

As I have suggested in Section n, this r(egatwe conclusion about ceuse- 
based liability does not end the possibiqty of a noncausal liability. Per- 
haps liability in such cases should be predicated on a kind of accomplice 
Liability. Just as one who purposely aids an mtervening human agent to 
cause a harm is liable as an accomplice #or that harm, so one who pur- 
posely aids an , i n t e ~ e i ~ g  act of God to cause a harm should be liable as 

I 
I I 

'" Skeptics about causation have pcrceivr?d thk, lchding them to invoke these casts 
regularly See ~d&ton, "LcgaI Cause" ( s u p  note +0), 346-47 ("D's act stands in the same 
logical relation to +e result, whcther the other actor; L a wrongdoer, an innocent person, or 
a thundcrstorm"): Shavell, "An Analysis of Causariqn and the Scope of Liabiliv in the Law 
of Torts" (supra note lo), 495; and Landes and Posner, "Causation in Tort Law: An Economic 
Approach" (supra bote 10). 120. 
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I an accomplice for that harm. One hap made it easier, and perhaps one has 

even made it possible, for the story to cause its harm, and one has done 
so with the specific intent that thislhappen.' That should be enough for 
liability, just as it is m the human-idternnor situation. And in, both situ- 
ations, no resort need be had to any causebased liability One has only 
aided, not caused, the bringlng abopt of the harm. 

Here, as in the case of human inbervenors, one might well worry that 
such a noncausal basis of liability cbuld be extended to the legsex forms 
of culpability of negligence, recklessness, and knowledge. If such exten- 
sions were made, then the intervehg-cause doctrine would,'again, not 
be rendered senseless, but it would be rendered pointless. However, here 
as well as in the pmvision-of-oppor$xuty cases, such extensions ~ u t  against 
the central idea that animates acco~plice liability: we can  relax our nor- 
mal causation requirement (from capsing to mere aiding) only because of 
the high level of culpability with which the aider acts. ~ccorn@ce liabil- 
ity is like attempt liability in this regard. In both cam, one srlbstitutts a 
lesser causal requirement1* (respytively, of aid, or of prox&ty to suc- 
cess) because the actor is motivated by the wrong to be done to another. 
Such alternative, noncausal liabilitiis are less justifiable if one ?lso relaxes 
culpability below this highest level. 

The fourth doctrine requiring mddifieation (on the ground !hat culpa- 
bility judgments must be separate# from causal judgments) deals with 
what I earlier called the negligent-pFovision-of-opportunity cases In such 
cases, as we have seen, the foreseeability (to the defendant) of the inter- 
vention by a third party changes the causal status of both thqt interven- 
non and the act of the defendant. ;Such alteranon is inconsistent with a 
metaphysical reading of causation,ion the same grounds as we have just 
seen. Nonetheless, I shall defer dis+ssion of ths  fourth doctripe until we 
have exammed omission liabihty (for reasons that will becoxfie apparent 
later). I 

I 
I I 

B. Eliminating the dennand that o m i s h z s  be treated as causes 1 

We should abandon both of the ~reviously described strategies which 
seek to account on causal grounds! for the limited liability for omissions 
in tort and crimmal law. The first egards all omissions as cahes, distin- 
guishing the few for which liabili 4 is imposed from the many where it is 
not on noncausal grounds of legal1 duty 

There are metaphysical theories/ of causation that seemingly have the 
ability to explain how omissions cah be causes. Counterfactual theories of 
causation (discussed briefly in sedtion W ) ,  in particular, look promising 

1 I 

lZ2 1 explore the lesser (but not nonexrdcnt) causal requircrnent for atte&t liabil~ty in 
Moore, Act and Crime (supra note 2), ch. 8.1 I 

I 



in this regard. The problem with the first strategy, then, is not its mcl-a- 
physical idpossibility; rather, the problem is m~ra l .  h~ the first placc, if 
we literally/ can kill, rob, rape, maim, etc., by oinission as well as  by 
commissioq, then how can we explain the usual absence of legal or moral 
duties not jo kill, etc., by omission? P u r  obligations apply to causally 
complex actrtypes like killing, and if o~nissions cause deaths and are thus 
killings, why are these kinds of killinis yerrnissibk for us? If we have a 
legal duty nbt to kill, and if omissions to prevent deaths are lullings, then 
why do we not have a general legal dpty not to omit to save? %condly, 
where we d~ have a moral and a legal Jduty not to omit to prevent harm, 
why are ourifailures to do so regarded 8 s  so much less blameworthy than 
are our failures to refrain from killing, $tc., by commission? Our negative 
duties not to kill by commissi.on are SQ much stronger than arc our pos- 
itive duties not to kill by omission (that ;is, not to omit to save). Yet if these 
omissions td ly  are a breach of our obligation not to cause death-that is, 
not to kill-khy should this distinctiop be drawn at all, and with such 
force? 

We have alrnoral distinction we want' to draw here. It is the distinction 
between our  responsibility for making the world worse and our respon- 
sibility for making it better. The easiestj most intuitive way to draw this 
distinction isi by using causation to mirk the difference. We violate our 
negative duties when we cause harm, but not when we fail to prevent 
such harm; dhen there a& less stringent positive duties, we breach them 
by failing to prevent harm, not by caushg that harm. 
Regarding:$missions as causts is thus'a mistake. Avoid.ing that mistake 

does not require us to change our doctrines of liability. Rather, it allows us 
to make bettkr moral sense of the doctrines we have. Not making this 
mistake also das the added benefit of relieving us from causal perplexities 
about the overdetermination omission cases. We need not puzzle over 
cases like the :omission to repair the brakes followed by the omission to 
use the brakk (which would not work if they were uscd). We lack intu- 
itions about dhether these cases are concurrent or preemptive kinds of 
cases, and, if they are preemptive, whicli omission preempts which. We 
lack any such iintuitions because these ate not causal issues at all, so we 
shodd be at a/oss as to how to apply t11W causal distinctions. 

The second 'strategy for explaining orhission liability avoids the mis- 
I take of thinking of all omissions as caus6s. Yet this strategy reintroduces 

the mistake id its attempt to explain ligbility in th.e exceptional cases 
where we do,.iowe positive duties to ewers. The crudest form of the 
mistake here is to think that the bare fact of legal duty can turn an 
omission fromla nomause into a cause; I 

[W]hereas/an actor may always rightly be held to answer for the 
consequenkes of his act, since he has taken it upon himself to change 
the counclof events, it is otherwise with d non-actor; he should be 
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held responsible only if his fa$re to act was in itself a legal wrong, 
that is, if he had a duty to act The non-action of one who has no legal 
duty to act is nothing. It does hot alter the course of human events, 
and therefore it has no consequences. It is true that an omission of a 
legal duty also does not alter the course of events; but the non-actor, 
having been obliged by law to1&hmge events, is rightly held respon- 
sible for the consequences of nbt doing so.'23 

I 1 

I 
Surely the bare fact of legal duty chnnot transform an omission from a 
nothing that can cause nothing, to a nothing that can cause something' 

A more plausible approach is to iake the existence of a legal duty not 
to omit to be a proxy for some other, more plausible causal discrimina- 
tion Thus, as Eric Mack'" and Richard EpsteinlZ5 argue, ~f we examine 
the four bases for a duty not to omit (described in Section IIG), we will 
discover a plausible causal responsibility in each case. The grain of truth 
in this argument lies in there being Pome kind of causal mvolvernent by 
the defendant with the victim in the exceptional cases of duties not to 
omit Yet what is crucial to see is Tat the liabihty of the defendants in 
these cases is not for any such caqsal mvolvement. When we hold an 
omitter liable because he had a d u b  not to omit to rescue c/ne whose 
rescue he has undertaken,'we are not holding him liable on the ground 
that his acts of undertaking the rescue caused the victim's death. Rather, 
our liability doctrines explicitly and Oorrectly hold the failed reskuer liable 
for his omxssion to rescue, even though his duty not to omit rekcue arose 
from those acts of undertaking rescue. Those acts needn't have worsened 
the victim's peril, nor need they h a d  been done with a culpable men5 ma, 
in order to give rise to the duty not omit; by contrast, if such' acts were 
an independent basis of lmbility o causal grounds, both thkse thlngs 
would have to be proven about the bcts of undertaking 

The upshot is that in the four situations earlier describedi we hold 
omittero responsible for their orn;~sibns, not for any earlier a& of them 
that gave rise to their duty not to odit. This means that in thes+' cases we 
are imposing a noncausal liability, aqld we should be up front asout it. We 
are liable in such case  because we failed to prevent harm not bjcause we 
caused harm. Accordingly, no theory/ of causation in the law nedd accorn- 
modate such liability. 

Of course, shelving omission liah@y under "noncausal" will not re- 
lieve us from all problems about oqussions. In particular, we may still 
worry about the kinds of capacities1 (to have prevented a givcn ham)  
defendants must have had in order to be fairly held liable for ,failing to 

I I 

Beale, "Proximate Consequences" (strprbl note 103). &7. 
12* Mack, "Bad Samaritanism" (supra note 404). I 

I" Epstein, "A Theory vf Str~ct Liability" (s pro note 9). k '"This latter point is argued more extensi, cly in Moore, Act rind Crime [slcpm note 2). 
31-34. 
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prevent tkat harm. And those capac(ty judgments may get quite tricky, as 
when we/ deal with what 1 earlier called the "overdetermination omis- 
sion" casy; for in such cases each person's failure in h s  positive obliga- 
tions seems to take away the other's capacity not to fail in his own 
obligatiods. Still, these problems ar4 not problems that a theory of legal 
caurationl need resolve, for they mike no demands on the concept of 
causation (needed by the law. 

I 
I I 
I C. Cleaning up the doctrines of intemening cmsation 

One of the most troublesome area$ of legal doctrme about causation is 
that having to do with the ruddeniblraking of causal chams by fresh 
causal starts. As we have seen, such fresh (or "intervening," or "super- 
seding") chusal starts are of three kinds: deliberate third-party mterven- 
tion; extrdbrdinary natural events ayounting to a coincidence (or an "act 
of God"), knd subsequent but preempting causes. 

I have ppned all I intend to prune with respect to the second of these 
three kind? of inten-ening causes. the defendant's intenhon 
as a criteripn for when an event should amount to 
a coincidence (and, thus, an intervening cause) is the major reform needed 
here. Yet notice that accomplice liabqity can and should be cxtended to 
place liabi$ty on just those defendants on whom the doctrine of contrwed 
coincidencp placed it. OM who pu~osefully utilizes extraordinary nat- 
ural events to produce harm to others should be liable, albeit not on 

my genkral strategy /n pruning the doctrines about thc 
other two binds of intervening causesb Often I shall urge that a noncausal 
basis for liabihty should be cstablis~ed to preserve the liability of one 
who is pre@tly but erroneously held Liable on causal grounds. In light of 
the just coycluded discussion of omissions, 1 we can now add omission 
liability to Accomplice liability as a second, noncausal means for preserv- 
ing existmg legal results while econ?mizmg on the law's demands on 
causation. 

I shall dgin with the intervening human agent doctrines. Here there 
are two categories of troublesome cases, one having to do with suppos- 
edly cause-based liability for negligeqtly providing another person with 
the opportunxty to do some ham, and the other havmg to do with sup- 
posedly cause-based liability for givkg another person reasons to cause 
some ham. I begin with the provisiovf-opportunity cases. 

1. The negligent-provis~on-of-~PP~~t~a~ty ma: Noncausal but otnrssive ha- 
bility. As de  have sen ,  in cases like that of the railroad that drops its 
passenger dff into a dangerous situation and the construction company 
that leaves its bulldozer (with the keyb in it) perched above a house, the 
negligent pnovision of opportunity makes the defendant liable despite the 
intcrveningluse of the opportunity by a h e ,  informed, voluntary nrrong- 

I I 
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doer. Such Liability i s  a puzzle. Negligence is insuffic~ent mens rea for 
accomplice liability, which requires purposeful aiding of the wrongdoer. 
Yet this seemingly forces us to concede an ad hoc exception to the inter- 

I vening human agency doctrine. 
Hart and Honori's original reactign to these cases was simply to carve 

out an ad hoc exception and leave ~t at that?27 In the second edition of 
their Cnusation in the Law, however, /they sought to explain such liability 
in terms of a newly discovered, secbnd kind of causal relatioh On this 
new view, such cases represent a wqaker form of causation called "occa- 
sioning," "enabling," or "inclining? causation. Such a special kind of 
causal relation is peripheral or penubbral to the "central case" of causa- 
tion, where intervenmg mtentional actors break causal chains; for such a 
weaker relation, its weakness parado~ically proves to be a kind of strength, 
for intervening intentional actors Q not break these "weaker-linked" 
causal chains.la I 

This is pretty obviously hopeless ks a reconciliation of the intervening 
human agency doctnne with the negligent-provision-of-opportu ity cases. 
The original ad hoc solution is no h t l o n  at all, because it q k e s  cau- 
sation depend on whether the hard that happened was one within the 
risk that made it negligent-to act-and this, on Hart and Honork's own 
showing,129 is a noncausal notion. c h a t i o n  cannot be a real relationship 
in the world and be influenced by ty s  kind of culpability ("hahn within 
the risk") analysis. Likewise, the inyention of noncentral. notions of cau- 
sation is of no help. Not only are such postulated special sensfs of con- 
cepts always suspicious, postulatdias. they are to save a thec+ry that s 
otherwise in trouble; but left unexplamed is why this second kind of 
causal relationship is not generally J~fficient for liability d it isl sufficient 
in the negligent-provision-of-opportunity cases. Why, for example, is the 
railroad which negligently spilled its gasoline throughout a town not 
liable when an intentional arsonist torches it off? Because, you say, the 
risk of the arsonist is not the risk ,that made it negligent tq spill the 
gasoline? Yet that is, again, to resort; to the noncausal criterion, of "harm 
within the risk." The relation betwetn the action of the railroad and the 
burning of the t o m  seems in all relevant respects similar to tlje relation 
between the action of the railroad an& the rape of its bounced passenger 
each such action made possible (provided the "oPportaamtyJ' for) the 

127 See note 91 and the accompanying text. / I 

Iza Hart and Honorh, Cnusation ~n tlir Law (wpm note 47), 186: i 

The main feature h a t  unifies "inducingbrongfd acts" and ''occasioning Qarrn" is that 
thwe hKo types of "causal conncctianj' (to use the expression in thc 'wide sense 
commonly found in legal writings) are not negatived by the factors that hegativc the 
simpler type of causal connection . . . fq both. . . may be traced through pn interven- 
ing voluntary action and the second low may also be traced through an8intcrvening 
coincidence. 1 

lZa bid., Ixii-lxv, 286-90. 
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causmg of ha& by a third party. It is oqiy a culpability dwrimination 
("harm within the risk") that distingushks these cases, and t h ~ s  kind of 
discrimination Should be irrelwant to causation. 

We could i+ent a negligence kind of accomplice li~bility for the 
provision-of-o~portunity cases. Yet if we did this, we would face a prob- 
lem analogous 10 that faced by Mart and Honork: why isn't anyone who 
negligently a c q  in a way that makes possible the interveiung mtentional 
wrong of ano@er liable on this ground? ,Such extensive accomplice lia- 
bility does notlmake a hash out of our dausal notions, as do Hart and 
Honork's solutions; but such liability would render pomtless the law's 
insistence that htervening zntentional actors break causal chains. 

Preferable to by of these solutions would be to decide that the yrovislon- 
of-opportunity lcases in torts are wrongly ~lecided. Criminal law does not 
hold railroads br construction companies liable for negligently allowing 
others to rape) or to destroy buildmg. (At most, criminal law creates 
separable crimes of leaving keys in the' ~gnition, leaving vehcles un- 
locked, servmg too much liquor to knowh drivers, etc.) One could pref- 
erably urge that tort-law doctrine is simply mistaken in imposlng liabilities 
for harms wheh only an opportunity was negligently provided to another 
to cause such banns. 

My own sense is that tort law is not mistaken here, however Liability 
I is proper In t h ~  negligent-provision-of-opportunity cases. However, the 

Liability is not cause-based liability (nor is it liability for purposefulIy 
aiding another to cause). Rather, these ard cases of true omission liability. 
When the railrAad is held liable for the rape of ~ t r  passenger, it is not liable 
because it cauded the rape by a third party; rather, it failed to prevent the 
rape when it 4u ld  so easily have done so by carrying the passenger to a 
place of safety.' Likewise, a construction compa.hy is not liable because it 
caused the deslmction of the house by lejl\7ing thc keys in the ignition of 
its bulldozer; it is llable because it failed to prevent such damage when it 
could so easily have done so by removidg the keys. 

The duty ndt to omit in these cases arises bccause of the "culpable 
causing of the jcond~tion of peril" exception d~scussed above. The defen- 
dants in these cases have caused the victim to be placed in peril, and have 
culpably caudd this because the pen1 presented by intervening third- 
party actors was so foreseeable. Their orryssion to correct a siiuat~on they 
have caused id the true basis for their liability here. 

Such a noncausal, omission rationale ekplains why merc negligent pro- 
vision of oppdtunity, which opportunity ih utilized by a thud-party wrong- 
doer, is not endugh for liablhty Rather, & opportunity must be provided 
to a wrongdoer the risk of whose intervention made the original actor 
negligent to start with. It i s  only prevention of the reahzation of this pedl 
that is the actor's duty; that other actors may come along and utilize 
the opportunity provided is not enough. Thus, when the railroad's neg- 
ligence corn& in the spilling of g a s o ~ e i  that negligence does not consist 
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specifically lly the foreseeable inte+entmn of an a r son~s t ?~~  S'U& arson i s  
not the peril for whose creation tly railroad was responsble, a d  thus for 
whose correction it has a duty. Likewise, when a railroad's negligence 
consists in carrying a passenger tao far, but it does not dropiher off in a 
place of danger but in a reputable hotel, where she is raped, the railroad 
has no liability because that was got the peril. that made it negl~gent to 
carry her beyond her destination?9' I 

One way to test whether we hdd defendants liable in theke cases for 
their omissions (when the duty ?ot to omit arises from their havmg 
caused the peril), or whether we hbld them liable for the culpable action 
causing the harm, IS to eliminate lpability at the earher tide. Suppose 
the railroad is not at all negligen 7 in carrying a passenger beyond her 
destination to some end-of-the-line, deserted freight yards; she was also 
not at fault, let us suppose, but ov&slept due to involuntary i~toxication. 
If the railroad which has innocently caused her condition of peril-being 
at an isolated, dark, and danger@s location-were to fail tb carry her 
further (when it could do so easily because another train is heading there 
anyway), and she is rapkd, then I take the railroad to be liable. It is liable 
because it omitted to prevent her rape when it could have done so at little 
cost or inconven~ence to itself. It ispot liable fox having caused her rape 
by its action of carrying her to the end of the line, because thatiactlon was 
not culpable in any way 1 

Another way to test whether the proper basis for liability  he'^ is causal 
or omissive, is  to imagine a scenariid where thexe is no fair opportunity of 
the railroad to prevent the injury.l Suppose, as in the octudl case, the 
railroad negligently carries her befond her destmation to a dangerous 
place. However, this time the railrbad arranges transportatian back for 
her as soon as it can, and places hef in the safest position pos#ible m the 
interim. If she is still raped in thaf interim period, I take it that there 
would be no liability. Yet if the bas4 of liability in the actual cise was the 
negligent action of carrying the passenger beyond her destination, there 
should be liability here. The reason there is not i s  because without any 
capacity to have prevented the rape! the railroad cannot be he18 liable for 
any omission to prevent it Thus, it1 is omission that is the truk basis for 
liability here. 1 I I 

It may seem that criminal law 1s &miss m not imposing punfshrnent in 
these provision-of-opportunity cases. For criminal law, like tor! law, pro- 
vides that there is a duty not to omitlwhen one has xnnocently or culpably 
caused the victim's condition of pqil, and thus it rnlght seem that there 
should be criminal omission liability wherever there is omissl~n Iiabilrty 
m tort law. Yet most of  these provision-of-opportunity cases are negli- 

I I 
I I 

Watson (supra note 84). ! 
'" \is is a variation of the facts in ~tn tm+la f~cor~ io  Ry. Co. a Price, 106 Gay 176, 32 S.E. 
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gene cases, apd by-and-large criminal law- doer not punish negligence. 
Where criminal law does punish negligence, as in negligent homicide, 
there should be criminal liability in this /class of cases-not for causing 
death, but for begligently failing to prevent someone else from causing 
death. And in those cases where the defcn'dant is morc than negligent -he 
knows to a pr&tical certainty that vandals will use his bulldozer to ram 
another's hode  if he leaves the keys in the ignition-he should be con- 
victable of any crime of property destqction requiring a mcns rca of 
knowingly or jrecklessly failing to prevant someone else from causing 
such destruct&m. Criminal law thus d d s  parallel tort law here, if one 
looks closely. 

The upshot that we do not need t o  modify the notion of an inter- 
vening cause io accommodate liability in the provision-of-opportunity 
cases. There is)liability in such cases, but such liability is noncausal; one 
can be liable for purposefully aiding, or ,for knowi,ng, reckless, or negli- 
gent omitting. ,This allows us to say cleatly that a free, informed, volun- 
tary third party's intervention behveen thd defendant's act and the victim's 
harm breaks the causal chain between that act and that harm. 

2. the  givin~-of-reasons cases revisited: ?;he playoff qf causal versus accom- 
plice liability. If we now, turn from the provision-of-opyortun~.~ to the 
giving-of-reasdns cases, we also can shar~en the law's c6mrnitment to the 
status of a free; informed, voluntary act constituting an interwning cause. 
Such clarifica$on is desperately needed, because the law otherwise seems 
committed to'a flat contradiction here. 1 

The contradiction is to be found in the; partly innocent agent cases. As 
stated earlier, the official rationale for pjmishing thc reason-giving pro- 
curer for a m6ie serious crinte, and the ode procured (who committed the 
crime) for a l&p serious crime, is that the procurer is an accomplice as to 
the less serious crime but a principal as to ,the more serious cdrne. Take my 
earlier example of the intentional use of k provokable individual to have 
another person killed; the procurer teIls tde hot-tempered and jealous man 
that his wife &having an affair with the @tended viclim of the homicide. 
The procurer is said to have aided and alletted the voluntary .manslaugh- 
ter (provoked jntentional killing) committed by the hot-tempered, jealous 
man; the procurer is also said to have caused the death of the victim him- 
self through *e use of a comparatively innocent agent, and therefore is 
guilty of murder as a principal. The contradiction Lies in saying both that 
the choice to kill by the hot-tempered husband is, and that it is not, an in- 
tervening taus@-and, thus, that the procuker's telling of the falsehood both 
did not, and did, cause the death of the hctim. 

This contradiction is easily elirninated'if we but seize one horn of the 
dilemma or the other in any given case. That is, sometimes the one who 
is induced to $ornrnit a crime is so distressed, ignorant, or com.peled as 
not to be an afetvening cause on the ord,mary criteria for that concept. If 
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~e kxller xs misled about whether he: is killing, or misled about,facts that 
would justify the killing, then his choice to act 1s not intentitma1 with 
respect to Aterial facts. If the killei is threatened, or placed in a hard 
choice situation, or rendered not in cbntwl of his faculties, his choice also 
does not constitute an intervenmg csluse on the ordinary criteda of that 
concept. In these cases, the one whb induces the killer to kill, himself 
causes death. If the inducer's culpdbility i s  greater (or lesser, for that 
matter) than that of the one he uses, $t. is h ~ s  own culpability that is used 
to measure the degree of his crime. I 

The only reservatmn one might have about this conclusion lies in the 
linguistic oddity one may expenenkc in sayrng that the inducer kills. 
Indeed, this sense of linguistic oddlt) will increase for other verbs, like 
"rape," "hit," "maim," and "take." Surely, one might thmk, it is the per- 
son who is induced to do these thing4 who does them; the inducer of rape 
does not rape, the inducer of a hittirig does not himself hit, etc '32 

Yet this linguistic discomfort shouid be momentary. If one l d k s  at the 
a c e  prohibited by the criminal law, all of them are described by causally 
loaded verbs. Just as one kdls by cau~ing death, so one rapes by causmg 
penetration, one hits by causing coytact, one maims by causirlg disfig- 
urement, and one takes by causing m vement of the object taken. It is true 
that we often have a stereotype of I? ow these causings are done-we 
picture the actor using his own bodylas the means. Yet these styeotypes 
do not give the meaning of these verbs. Those who induce others to usc 
their bodies to cause the states of affairs which the law prohibits violate 
our pragmatic (in the linguists1 se*) expectations of the typical way 
these states of affairs are brought about; such urrusual routes 'no morc 
relieve one from being considered a h s e  of such a state of affairs than 
would the use of any other unusual means. Inducers quite hterally rape, 
hit, maim, and take, and are properly held Iiable for doing so? 

Furthermore, if one is uncomfortaple with this linguishc co b clusion, 
f h n  one should urge adoption of laqguage similar to that of tl+e h e r -  
ican Law Institute's Model Penal Code, section 2.06(2)(a). My rdwording 
of that subsection would make one1 liable for the conduct of another 
person when, actmg with the culpability sufficient for commissibn of the 
offense, he causes an agent who lacks the voluntariness, intention, or 
capacities sufficient for the status of an mtenrening cause, to efgage in 

I such conduct. If there is a linguistic problem here, one can simply stip- 

I 
'" 1 e  heargument is pressed by Kadrsh m the:essays cited in now 93 supra; Beqett, Events 

and Thcir Names (supra note 110), Donald Davidson, Act~ons and Events (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1980), and )ud~th Jams Th~rnson, Acts m d  Other Evmts (Ithaca, NY 
Cornell Univcnrjity Press, 1977) Such a view i s  adopted 1t-1 Duscnber y n Commonwealth. 220 
Va. 70,263 S.E.2d 392 (1980) (no rape by R def+dant who inserted thc pems of anothcr into 
the v~ct~m) 

I have argued Uus ab some length in ~odre, Art md Crime (ru;.r. note 2). rh 8 
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ulate it away. \where there is a causal relation between the inducer's 
reasomgiving action and the harm, there spould be liability as a principal, 
whatever the etymological accidents of la?guage are construed, to require. 

Alternative$, sometimes the one who wields the knife meets the ordi- 
nary criterion for an intervening cause. The hot-tempered, jealous hus- 
band is, to my mind, such a person. Hc intentionally killcd; his only 
ignorance was immaterial, since believini your wife to haw had an affair 
is not a justification for homicide, not &en in Texas anpmorc. His only 
"involuntariness" is due to his own emol.ional impulses, which, despite 
the partial defense of provocation, do nbt compel onc to kill.'" Easier 
cases are thosekhere the inducer tells anothcr where his htended victim 
may be found; ;when the victim is found Cnd shot, the shooter's action is 
an intervening cause, making the teller's lkbility only that of an accomplice. 

The conundr'um in the law of accompli& liability, with which we began 
this subsection! is also present in certain qf these cases. Jf the provider of 
false informatiqn in my rna,in example can onlv be guilty as an accomplice 
and not as a ptlncipal, then under standara doctrine he may be held liable 
for no greater ;degree of homicide than can be proved of his principal. 
Since this i s  the hot-tempered man who p a y  only be convicted of heat- 
of-passion mahslaughter, this would limit the inducer to liability for aid- 
ing and abettiqg manslaughter. Yet the kducer's ctllpability is greater, 
since he iniended to kill and was not provoked. If one finds this reasoning 
to be compell3g, then the standardly staed rule should be discarded: an 
accomplice may be held liable for a h i ~ h e r  degree of crime than the 
principal of whom he is thf accomplice.; One should make this reform 
directly, and llbt attempt to warp causal &octrines to accoinmodate it. 

AS it happ&, such a reform is undhsirable for the reasons Sandy 
Kadish has argued in detail.'" The induaer's comparatively greater cul- 
pability is irrdkvant to his proportional $uniskment. In cases where the 
actor whois Y u c e d  does constitute an intervening cause, there can be no 
greater punishpent for the inducer on causal grounds: for, by hypothesis, 
the inducer did not cause the legally prohibited state of affairs. Likewisc, 
there should qe no greater punishment Jfor the inducer on accomplice 
grounds: for, bk hypothesis, the more sevious crime was not perpetrated 
by the induce4 actor, and thus them was :no such crime whose perpetra- 
tion the induhr could have aided. If on& must punish the inducer more 
than the induced actor, it should be on th$ basis of attempt, not causation 
or complicity: perhaps one wants to say that the provider of false infor- 

See Moore, Placing Blame (supra note 12), ch. 13. 
Is 5 the essa)(s by Kadish cited in note 93 suph. Kadlch pvrhuariwly argues that th~.  

accomplice who d s not cause the legally prohibqed state of affalrs (bccnusc thc acts of 
h e  principal m*&te intervening cauxr) is like the lucky attemptor who docs nor cause 
the harm he atte ts; both am qu~tc culpable, yet ncithpr c m  be held reqxmsible for a harm 
he did not c a w 3  I 



mation attempted to murder the victim (who was only killed by a man- 
slaughterer). ' ~ t t e m ~ t  liability is our usual pigeonhole for increased 
punishment for culpability alone, if &at seems desirable In such cases. 

3 The subsequcnt, precmptzng causr kases. Elinzinatlng any causal basis fdr 
whatever residual lzability there may befor n preempted, overdetennivcd cousr. 
As we saw at the end of the discussion of ~ntervening causes in Section 11, 
a human act or natural event can be an intervening cause cven if it does 
not meet the Hart and Honor4 crxteria. Preemptmg causes, if tqey occur 
subsequent to the "cause" they preempt, are a kmd of intervcntzg cause 
too. If a victim is falling to his death but is shot-either ~ntantionally, 
negligently, or innocently, it doesn't hatter-then the cause of his fall is 
not the cause of his death Similarly, if a skydiver, whose parachute fails 
to open, is falling to his death and is electrocuted as he passes through the 
usual afternoon electrical storm, he!ncgligent preparation of his para- 
chute by another did not cause his death; rather, the storm kill+ him 13" 

Previously 1 used this prcsmptionlrationale to explain why there are 
cases where merely negligent (as opposed to intentional) human inter- 
vention sometimes breaks causal cham. Now, however, we need to ex- 
amine the cases where there is liability on the part of the original actor 
despite the intervention of a seemingly preemptive cause. Consider, f m t ,  
the case where the original actor puqposely takes advantage of the pre- 
emptive cause in that, foreseeing suchl preemptive cause, he does what he 
needs to do to ensure that such preemptive cause can do its work to harm 
the victim. For example, the defendant knows that the victim is gomg 
swimming in the ocean, that the un&rkow xs strong, and that the vlchrn 
is a sufficiently poor swimmer that h+ will not likely survive the expen- 
ence. Desiring exactly this result, he ties up the lifeguard in his stand. The 
victim enters the water and, because of the undertow, drowns. , 

The defendant undoubtedly is liable, in both criminal law and tort law; 
he is liable, most courts would say, bedause he caused the death, Yet notlce 
exactly what the defendant caused: he caused the lifeguard to  omrt to 
rescue the victim from the undertow-!If I am right that omissions do no 
causal work, then how can causing ;another to omit to save qomeone 
become a causing of death? If the o&ssion does not have the requisite 
causal property, how can that which causes the omission have that prop- 
erty? If omissions are not causes, how can they transmit causal iforce? 

Rather than trying to reconcile the idea that omissions cannot be causes 
with the idea that the omitter who is caused to omit by someone else 
nonetheless can transmit causal poweb we would do better to recognize 
a noncausal liability here. The defendant m cases lxke these hbs again 
aided nature, in this case, the undertow. What the defendant did was to 
remove one of the victim's protections/and then let nature take its course. 

I I 
Dillon v. Tum Sfnte Gas and Electric Co., 86 N.H. 449, 163 .4. 111 (1932). I 
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This is.akain a pulposefui oding, even if what is aided is not another 
person bpt a natural event, and even though that natural event is not 
some extfaordinary act of God (as in the contrived coincidence cases). 

Now return to the overdetermination va~iant of th~s case- the victim is 
a large rrian whom it will take two lifeguards to savc; fortunately, two are 
avatlabd for the job; unfortunately, two defendants, each acting ~ndepen- 
dently 04 (not in concert with) the other, tie up each of the lifeguards, and 
the victi+ drowns in the undertow- As I said before, 1 am confident that 
each defendant u liable for the dcath, and that this result obtains no 
matter which defendant tied up his respective lifeguard first. Each made 
it easier for nature to cause the death, and each is liable for thus aiding the 
causing of death by nature, but no;t for causing dcath himself 

~ t i l i z i h ~  this noncausal, accomplice-to-nature basis of liability also al- 
lows us to sort through the troublesome McLaughlin hyp~thetical?~' When 
A replacp the water in V's keg with salt, and B steals the keg, and V dies 
of thirst; in the desert, neither has caused V's death. A combination of 
natural processes we can lump togkther and call "nature" killed V. How- 
ever, A sided nature in its killing by removmg V's protection against these 
natural processes, and A is liable fbr the dcath on that basis. B attempted 

-to aid nature, but there was no aiding to be done when he stole the keg. 
B is no more liable for aidmg here'than he would be tf he had stolen V's 
watch, +is camera, or anything else (like a keg of salt) totally unhelpful to 
V's survival. 

In the Hart and Honore variation of the McLaughlin example,'" also 
discus* by J. L. MackieJ" and Richard Wright,""" A poisons V's water 
and 0 drains the poisoned water gut of the keg before V dies of tlurst in 
the dedrt. Again, neither A nor B caused V's death. Had V drunk the 
poison? water and died of poisqning, then A would have caused V's 
death; but V did not die of poisonihg. Nor did A aid nature or even try to; 
A tried to kill V by his own causal mechanism, and is liable for attempted 
murde: 0, by contrast, did two fh~ngs by draining the water: first, he 
prevented A from causing V's dmth; and second, he aided nature in 
killmg y. Nature's only means of kdling V was thirst, and thirst was the 
mechaqsm aided by B. He is liable for Vrs death as an alder of nature. 

Now' let us turn from purpose, to lesser states of culpability, such as 
neglig& or recklessness. For example, the defendant either knows or 
has reakon to know that the victirh is going swimming in the ocean, that 
the undertow is strong, and that t$e victm is a sufficiently poor swimmer 
that he! will not likely survlve thy expmence unalded Despite this, the 
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defendant negligently drives his car on the beach, hitting the lifeguard 
and incapacitating him from rescuing the victim. 
Such a scenario may sound like the droduct of a law professor'$ ovcr- 

active irnaginat~on, but in reahty sucA cases arc common as dirt I f  1 
negligently- drain water from your p41,  and you dive in; or bump the 
chair on which you are about to sit, an@ you fall. to the floor; or destroy 
the lighting on a dangerous stair, and you fall because p u  caru~ot:see; or 
destroy the brakes on your car, so that ypu cannot stop, or run my iar into 
a flood barrier, weakening it such that the next flood breaks through; then 
I am liable, at least in torts, for your inburies I 

These are the "dangerous conditioni" cases on which many a causal 
theory in law has foundered."' For to !the extent that the undertbw, the 
diving, the sitting, the descending, the driving, and the flood are sub- 
sequent, preempting causes, thew cannot be cause-based liabili$ here. 
Yet absent any purposive exploitation qf these natural forces by the ong- 
inal actor, there should not be an "aiging of nature" basis for liability 
either. Liability in such cases is thus a I 

My suggestion is that these, too, are omission hability. h is our 
failure to prevent the harm that our own actions have made likely, that is 
the true basxs for liability in these cased The posihve legal duty (to elirn- 
inate the perils described) is based on $ur having caused the condition of 
peril, but the liability is still omission liability, not causal. 

I I 

IV. Co~ctusxo~:  THE PROSP~CTS FOR A METAPHYSICS I 

OF LEGAL CA~SATION 

My "pruned" concept of causation iresupposed by the law will have 
the following characteristics: 

I 
I 

(1) Mere correlation is not causation. Some particular event x is not 
a cause of another particular ven t  y just because x is an instance 
of some type of event X, y is \an instance of some type of event 
Y, and Y regularly follows X .  $omething more is required. When 
the correlation is a weak, probabilistic one, so that an event of 
type X raises the conditionalprobability of an event j f ,  type Y, 
one has to "screen off" spuri#us causes from real ones by asking 
more complicated pobabilid Something more is 
required even when the correlation is a stronger, univelrsal one, 
where events of type Y alwdys follow events of type X. Such 
correlations are modes of proving that a causal rclatim exists 

I 

Notably Beale, "Proximate ~onse~vences"!(l;u~rn note 103): and Epstein, "A Theory of 
Strict Liability" (supra note 9). I 

I 
142 5ee the discussion in Salmm, 'Tmbabilidc Causality" ( r u p a  note 17). , I 
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I between x and )I; th.ey are not themselves constitutive of such a 
; causal relation. As a siecial case of this last point, the correlation 
i that exists between epiphenomena is not a causal relation. If x 

causes y and z, and y plways occurs prior to z, y does not cause 
z. My jogging in the morning both scares my dog and makes me 
tired; my dog's fright :does not makc me tired. 

(2) Not every condition necessary for the happening of some harm 
, , v is a cause of y. Whei tlw law enquires after the "sole cause" of 

some event, the existence of many such necessary conditions 
i does not rule out some other event x being designated the sole 
; cause. 

, ,  I 
' (3) The causal relation may exist between an act x and a harm y 
: even if x is not a neqssary condition for the occurrence of y 
' because some other condition i: is sufficient for thc occurrence of 

y; such causal relatioq will exist where x and z are concurrent 
: overdeterminers, and it will also exist when x preempts z as a 

cause of y. h short, for x to cause y, it is not necessary that x be 
a necessary condition for 1. 

i(4) Thc causaI relation may sometimes not exist between an act x 
and a harm y even though x is a sufficient coi~dition ,for the 
happening of y. This hill be true in the preemptive overdeter- 

' mination cases wherelanother condition 2; sufficient for y pre- 
: empts x from causing y. In short, for x to cause y, it is not 

sufficient that x be a sufficient condition far y. 
:(S) Causation is a scalar property. An act x may be more of a cause 

I of a harni y than some bther event r,  even tllough z too is a cause 
I ofy. 
(6) Causation diminishes bver the number of events through which 

it is transmitted. Thi? makes the causal relation one of only 
, limited transitivity. , 
'(7) Causal chains may be bharply broken and not merely gradually 
; diminished. The interyening causes responsible for such breaks 

may be of three kincld; deliberate human interventions, freak- 
ishly abnormal natural events, and subsequent preemptive causes. 
Although there may be liability for failing to prevent certain 
such  intervention.^, o r  for aiding such interventions in doing 
their causal work, there is no causal relationship across such 
intervening events at the basis of such liability. 

, f8) Omissions, being no things at all, do no causal work. While there 
1 is  a counterfactual question to ask about omissions when they 

are the basis for liabiqty-namely, the "capacity" question of 
' 

whether the omitter copld have prevented the harm-this is not 
! a causal question. 
(9) The causal relationship is asymmetrical, so that if x causes ); 
; then y does not cause' x. hloreover, the asymmetry is tsmpo- 
! , 



ral, in that if x causes y, then x must not be preceded tempo- 
rally by y. I 

(10) Both whole events and aspects of whole events ("tropes") are 
the relata of the causal relation. Causal contexts are ,exten- 
sional, and this extensionality( can be preserved only by jallow- 
ing both whole events and 4eir aspects to be causal relata. 

I 

The question is whether there is any  etap physical theory of causation 
that can endow causation with these t q  characteristics. None of the four 
major theories of causation look very promising in this direction. These 
four theories are all generalist theories stemmmg from the enormously 
influential views of David Hume. I I 

Of these lour theories, the best kno- is the view usually attributed to 
Hume himself, the regularity theory of causation?43 Such a theory i s  
strongly reductionist because of two-hurnbers (2) and (4) below-of its 

I 
four essential tenets: 

(1) The princ~ple of uniformity in hature: There are regular c~njunc- 
tions of classes of events in naiure. I 

(2) The analytic reductiohist pmiple  about causal laws: AI causal. 
law is  no more than a description of these regular conjunctions of 
classes of events. 

(3) The universal presupposition about causal law: Every singular 
causal statement, such as, "Event-token x caused event-taken y," 
presupposes some causal law between types of events X and Y, 
where x is an instance of X an$ y is an instance of Y ' 

(4) The analytic reductionist prlnkiple about singular causal. state- 
ments: n e  singular causal statkment, x caused y, means no more 
than: I 

(a) x existed, y exiuted; 
(b) y dxd not precede x tempdrally; and 
(c) x is m instance of some &e X, and y is an instance pf some 

type Y, such that there is an X/Y causal law. I 

Given the long-recognized and much-discussed difficulty of t h k  Hum- 
ean regularity theory in generating the first of the ten characteristics of 
causation, many philosophers o the9se  sympathetic to Hume'd theory 
disavow the second of these four tenets. Rather, on this modified theory, 
causal laws describe primitive causal relations between univers+s, rela- 

'*)I am unconcerned with r h r h r  the reghadty theory h t c h e d  below 43s really 
believed by Hrrme. On this, see, e.g., Barry S & U ~ ,  H u m  (London: Routledge ~d Krgsn 
Paul, 1977), chs. 3 and 4; and Calm Strawson, The Secrrl Connexion (Oxford: Clarcndon 
Press, 1989). The Humem theory is an interesting and an influential one even if ititurns out 
that Hume never held i t .  I 
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tion* that &nnot be rcduced to Hurnean r~gu1arities.l~~ Such a tl~eory is 
usually tc&ed "neo-Humean," despite this putting of "causal glue" back 
in precisely where Hurne eliminated it; the label is nonetheless appropri- 
ate becaush the theory reaffirms the ,rest of Hurne's principles. The es- 
sence of causation on this neo-Humean theory is nomic (or lawful) 
sufficiency., I 

Both the Humean and the neo-Humem theories face deep and well- 
charted p+blems in accommodating' the ten characteristics of causation 
prcsuppoed by the law. One of these, number (1)) poscs special problems 
only for the standard Humean theory. The neo-Humean theory is formu- 
lated specifically to get around the "mere correlationh and "mere epiphe- 
nomena" Still, plenty of difficulties remain. 

Bath H~mean and neo-Humean (heories have a difficult time in nc- 
counting for the noncausal status of preempted sufficient conditions in 
the preekptive overdetermination cases. After all, in the "two fires" cases 
where t h ~  fires do not join, why isn't the second fire as sufficient for the 
damage a the first? Indeed, isn't the; second fire connected to the damage 
by the very same causal law that connects the first fire to that damage? If 
so, how :&n it be that the second fiie is not a cause while the first firc is 
a cause? iNeo-Humcans like Mackie and Wright try to distinguish the 
preempfdd firc from the preempt&g fire on the grounds that it is only 
"actualrJ br "present" sets of sufficient conditi,ons that can be causes?'6 
They use this requirement to say that the second fire was not present or 
actual where and when the house burned down. Yet their supposed spa- 
tiotempijral criteria turn out to be tausal: wlxn a victim is poisoned by 
A's tea, and then is shot dead by £3,'" the poison can be described as not 
"aciual"/or "present" only in the beme that it did not cause the death. 
"Causation" is not analyzed by "a'ctual sufficient conditions"; i t  is prc- 
suppos&i by this second notion. 

~ o t h : / ~ u m e a n  and neo-~urn&n theories have a difficult time 
accomodating the scalarity and limited transitivity of legal causation- 
characyristics (5) and (6) above. universal regularities and nomic suf- 
ficiencqtare all-or-nothing matters; they do not admit of the quantitative 
conceptjons needed by the law. j 

On Humean or neo-Humean tljeories of causation, it is also a puzzle 
how causal chains can be broken by intervening third-party actions or by 
abnon$al natural wents-characteristic (7) above. Regularities and causal 
laws seem able to cross such interventions easily. Hart and Honore's 
accouni of why causal chains arc.? broken by these two kinds of occur- 
rences does little to alleviate this ;puzzle. They argue that our central or 
paradigm case of causation is captured by transitive verbs of action, such 

I 

Sd Armstrong, What Is P Zmo of ~ a t u r c ?  (supra n o r  31). 
145 mh 
lM Mqckie, Cement of the Uniwrsr (supra nok 55),  Wright, "Causation in Tort Law" ( C U P  

note 40); 1795. 
ld7 is Wright's example; see wrigdt, "Causation in Tort Lw" 1795. 
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as "he did it." When deliberate acts of n third party or abnormal naturnl 
events intervene between the defendant's act and the h a ~ m ,  any analogy 
to these central cases rs br0ker-1."~ This is a particularly unconvincing usc 
of the old paradigm-case semantics, &hich was itself never very convmnc- 
ing at the best of times.149 We should(be explaining the usage of causally 
complex verbs of action by causation, not the other way around 

A more promising explanatkon of why these two kinds of everts break 
causal chains might run as follows. Abnormal con~unctions df natural 
events amounting to a coincidence are, in common parlance, inexplica- 
ble events. One might think that there arc no causal laws that explab 
such events, nor any vegular conjundhon of such events, else we would 
not call them coincidences. Such coincidences are popularly regarded a s  
"acts of G o d  precisely because it islpure chance, not scxentrf-ic law, that 
explains their genesis. Likewe, one might think that there are no cov- 
ering laws that explaln ~ntentional ,human behavior, such behavior is 
always, thus, on this view, a kind of coincidence. One might thihk this on 
(metaphysically) libertarian grounds:\ deliberate human choices are frce m 
the sense that they are uncaused. They are thus like literal acts of Cod, 
beingfirst causes of each ch?in they initiate. They too, then, would act as 
barriers through which the causal cqtribut~on of earlier factors could not 
penetrates1% Alternatively, one might regard deliberate hbman choices as 
one would the metaphorical acts of God to whlch natbral coincidences are 
likened; while there are singular causes of such choices, theke are no 
psycho-physical laws that make causal explanations of such cholces pos- 
sible?" Thus, such explanatonly anomalous items inlght again prevent 
the kind of regular or law-like co~ec t i on  necded by the Hwnean or 
neo-Humean theories 

Both of these construals are obviously rather tenuous. They illustrate 
the kind of metaphysics that would have to be true if, on the du mean or 
neo-Humean theof es of causation, causal relahons are broken by natural 
coincidences or deliberate human Qtenwntions. If such chi? of ncx-  
plicability are too tenuous to be sustamed, some other metaphys\cal theory 
of causation must be found to match the law's needs in this regard 

There is nothing in the ideas of a universal regularity or of alun~ve~sal 
causal law (or in their assocrated idea of a sufficient condition) that pre- 
cludes an omission from being a part of a set of conditions sdfficient to 
guarantee some harm. The absence df an event can seemingly complete a 
set of conditions as well as the presence of an went can. Accordingly, the 

' Ie  Hart and Honor&, Cnusatiotr hr the Low ( s u p  note 47), 28-32, Ixxvii-lxxxi. 
'49 I discuss the paradigm-case argument in Moorc, "The Semantics ol J u d ~ i n g "  ( w p m  

note S), 281-92. 
lS0 Th is  4 an interpretation of Hart and ndkox6 offend in the essays by K a & h  cited in 

note 93 supra. Hart himself questioned this libertarian intwprctntion of inter\-ening causd- 
tion when one of Kadish's papem was initigy presented in Jerusalem in 1984 

Is' This i s  a rendexing of Donald Davidson's "anomalous moninm." See Davidson, Actions 
opd Events (supra note 132). 

I 
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Humem iihd neo-Humean theories fail to account for the legal idea that 
omissions are not causes. 

The asy&rnetrical nature of causation, and the fixed direction of cau- 
sation thrdugh time, are well-knowh problcms for TTum,ean and neo- 
Humean theories. Laws and regularities seem perfectly symmetrical in 
their linkages of events, so that an X/Y law or regularity is equally a Y1X 
law or re&Iarity. Ad hoc stipulations are possible-as in Humean tenet 
(4)(b) above -but they fail to satisfy because the asymmetrical direction 
of causati+n is not linked in any way to the essential nature of causation 
(regularitiks or laws, on these theore).  

Lastly, ;egularities or laws connecting (sufficient sets of) types of events 
to some dther type of event are democratic between each type of event 
making up the sufficient sets. As M ~ I  famously obser~ed,l"~ each type of 
event or other condition making up a sufficient set is equally entitled to 
be called la cause; only pragmatic features of speech license the honoring 
of one su:ch type of event as "the caWe." Such undiscriminating theories 
of causat'on cannot account for the !more discriminating notion of causa- f 
tion presupposed by the law. I 

All of these same objections resuiface if we reject both classic Humcan 
theory and the neo-Humean theory but accept the probability theorists' 
own version of Hume. On this third major theory of causation, one again 
accepts rpost of Hume's four principles, except that onc substitutes prob- 
abilistic llaws for either universal jaws or universal reg~lar i t ies?~~ The 
cornpars/tively minor nature of t h s  emendation of Hurnean and neo- 
Humea~ theories is what accounts' for a sharing of the above-mentioned 
problems with those other fwo theories. The striking exception to this is 
the ability of a probabilistic theoxy of causation to make sense of both 
scalarity and limited transitivity. Pkobabiiity is a more-or-less affair, mak- 
ing a qpantitative assessment of :causation seemingly easy Probability 
also diminishes through successi\je links: if x makes v 40 percent likely, 
and y makes z 40 percent likely, x makes z only 16 percent likely. Cau- 
sation $an "peter out" on a theory of causation. 

The fourth and last major theo+y is the counterfactual theory of causa- 
t i~n . l~~IThe  nature of such a theory i s  easily missed because most usages 
of couflterfactuals with relation to causation have nothing to do with this 
theory.; Neo-Humeans, in particular, often state that cztusal laws are to be 
distinduished from accidental geeralizarions by the ability of the former 
but ndt the latter to support counterfactual judgments. In such a way, 
counterfactuals become intertwiqed with the idea of causal laws. 

As ,a truly independent theorli of causation, the counterfactual tlwory 
makes no essential use of the idea of causal laws.'55 When one asks the 

15' Mjlljll, A System of b g i c  (supra note , 
'" %e generally Pahick Suppes, A P , babilistic ?%tory uf Causoiity (Oxford: Oxford Uni- 

versity IPress, 1970). 
I' 

'9 The defining article on this thcory,is David Lewis's "Causation" (supra note 32)- 
lZ5 $ Lewis makes clear in ibid. I 

I 

I I 
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counterfactual question, "But for n would y have ocomed?," one is not 
asking whether there is an X/Y law. ~othdr, one is asking: h the posqible 
world that is closest to the actual world *t where x does not occur, does 
y then occur? Such a "closest possible wdrld" will inevitably not be one 
where all causal laws of the actual worh will hold true, and this ,may 
include the X/Y law, if there i s  one. 

There are, of course, severe problems h4e  in making sense of the modal 
notion of a possible world without holdin6 constant the causal laws of the 
actual world, There are even worse ~r+lerns in making sense of there 
being "closer" and "closest" possible wovlds. But these p~oblems go to the 
truth of the counterfactual theory. My enquiry here is one of fit, not of 
truth: how well does the counterfactual theory fit the law's demands on 
a concept of causation? 

It is widely recognized that the counherfactual theory has a difficult 
time accommodating the law's firm notions that in the concurrent over- 
determination cases, both sets of sufficimt conditions are causes, and that 

t in the preemptive o~erdete~minati~n cases, the preempting fire is the 
cause despite the existence of another seficient condition (the preempted 
fire). Por m both situations, the ex~stenQ of a second fire that waq inde- 
pendently sufficient to have caused the harm seems to imply that the first 
fire was not necessary. I 

The standard moves for getting arovnb this objection are unsatisfactory 
In the concurrent overdetermmabon situbtion, the usual idea is that we can 
indwiduate the harm finely enough so that this harm (in all its fine detaxl) 
would not have happened but for both fires joining and then burning the 
building as they did.'% Such a response is both unsuccessful and 'unmo- 
tivated. It is unsuccessful because each $re that independently wodd have 
burned the house could be as qualitatively identical (to the joint fire that 
drd bum the house) as you please, in wkkh case no amount of fjne-pained 
event-individuation will get rid of the nloublesome conclusion thatheither 
fire was necessary to producing that hayn. It is unmotivated because there 
i s  nothing in the counterfactual idea of causation that suggests such ex- 
tremely fine-grained event-individuat' n, nor is there any prmcipled way 
to say how far we should go down thi- ? road in any individual cdse "As 
far as it takes to get the intuitively right causal conclusion" is about the only 
principle that comes to mind, and th$ "principle" relies on some non- 
counterfactual idea of causation for iq content. I 

In the preemptive overdeterrninatim cases, the response 1s that the 
factor(s) that interferes with the ability of the second fire to do its work 
would still have been present even if the first fire had been abseqt.lS7 The 
fuel around the house, or the oxygen, for example, would have been 
consumed even if thcre was no first fire to have consumed &em; the 
second fire then would not have codsurned the house, makmg the first 

I 

'5% the discus6ion in Wright, "Causatio~ in Torr Law" (supm note 40). 17'7-80. 
Is' Lewis, "Causation" (supra note 32), 204. 1 

' , I  

j 

I 
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I ! 
fire necessary after all. David Lqwis urges that the possible world in 
which such interfering factors remain present (dcspite the absence nl the 
first fire, which in the actual world caujed them to be present) is "closer" 
to the :actual world than is the possible world where such factors arc 
absent.lSK This strikes me as an lad hoc stipulation. of what is closest, 
giving i, meaning to "closest posgible world" that seems dependent on 
some nbn-counterfactual idea of cau~ation."~ 

The,counterfactual theory also ,does not fare well in inceting other of 
the limy's demands on the concept, of causation. Necessity, li,ke sufficiency, 
is an dl-or-nothing property that: does not admit of degrees; it is difficult 
to see ,how the counterfactual theory can accommodate the scalarity and 
the l id ted transitivity of legal cadsation. The COUP terfactual analysis also 
seems completely indifferent to supposed intervening causes; if the de- 
fendant's action made possible :such intervention, then the defendant 
caused whatever hamts that intgrvention caused on the counterfactual 
analysis. Omissions can be as n.e<essary to any harm's occrtrrence as any 
actiod; the counterfactual analyqis of causation must thus rcsort to some 
noncahsal basis to explain the absence of any general omission liability. 

W i d  regard to asymmetry, it id not true that just because x i s  neccssary 
for y,mthen y must also be neceqary for x. Therefox, as a first cut, the 
counterfactual relation is a~~n~rhetrical ,  as is the causal relation being 
analyzed. Yet in the overdetermiqation cases, each fire is sufficient for the 
harm; this means fhat the harmj is necessary for each fire's occurrence. 
Without some analysis of causa6on that inc1ud.e~ more than countcrfac- 
tual dependence, the burning of the house at t, on thls theory caused the 
occudence of each fire at t,. Ohe can, of course, s~mply stipulate that 
causes must not succeed their efpts ,  so as to bar this unwanted conclu- 
sion. ,yet what in the supposed counterfactual nature of causation motx- 
vates khis otherwise ad hoc stipplation? 

Lastly, the necessary condition (or counterfactual) ailalysis of causation 
is  highly promiscuous i~i its nonselectlvlty of causes.") Every necessary 
condition is equally a cause of some harm, in marked contrast to the law's 
assumption that most necessah conditions may simply make up the 
background field in which causes operate without themselves being causes. 

N6ne of the four major theories bequeathed to us by David Hume thus 
hold5 much promise in delineating a concept of cause to match that 
presypposed by the law. In principle, one of thesc theories could still be 
true, in which event one might say, "so much the worse for the law." Yet, 
in fact, the ten characteristics sketched above are not presuppositions 
about causation thak are pecubkr to the law. Here, as in so many other 
place;$, what the law has done iq to reflect some very common-smse Ideas 
abou! causation. Any theory that: gives up on accommodating these ten 

I 
' 5 w ~ i d .  1 
lS3See Moore, P l a m g  t j l u ~ w  (supra qotc 12), 351. 
160 See Moore, Act and Ctinrc (supra note 2), 268-69. 
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demands also gives up on fitting the concept of cause we all use m daily 
life as we explain and evaluate variods goingson in the world. It is, h 
fact, a damning failure for a theory of chusation not to accommodate most 
of these ten characteristics, as the r i d  discussions of these rsstlds in the 
philosophy of science attest.161 I 

Assuming that such accommodation is not forthcoming for an)r,of these 
four theories, one is left to look elsewhere for a plausible metaphysics of 
causation. It has recently been suggested that we look to singularist, not 
generalist, theories of causation?62 A; singularist theory relects Hume's 
reductionist fourth tenet sketched above. A singularist, that is, refuses to 
analyze the singular causal statement, "x caused y," m terms of causal 
laws. Such a theory will thus be comhitted to the existence of hingular 
causal relations (and not, as are generalist theories, only committed to the 
existence of universal or probabilisti;~ uniformities, or of uni4ersal or 
probabilistic relations between unweqsals). 

Whether such a singularist theory can meet the ten demands of the law 
depends entlrely on what the nature of the singular causal relation i s  
taken to be. [f that relation is taken to be a kind of epistemic primltwe, 
~manalyzable in terms of any other phpert ie~?~'  then the causal relation 
seemingly can possess thest ten characterishcs, without difficulty-for, 
lacking any essential nature to constrain the analysis, why not? Yet such 
plasticity is not a virtue of a theory bf causation, but a defiat. Altema- 
tively, if the singular causal relation is taken to be one of ph~siyal force, 
as some singularists propose,'64 then !some analysis w h ~ h  1s a whole lot 
better than what we have will need tolbe found; it will have to detail how 1 such forces "come to rest," peter out, or are cut off by some other force.16" 
That, however, is a topic for another !day. 

I I 
Law and Philosophy, Unwcrsity of ~ e n & ~ l v a n h  
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Thus, it is standrcd to use the overdete*tian cases, the asymmetry oj the causal 
relation, the problems of epiphenomena and othcr mere correlations, and the selectivity of 
"the cause," as arguments testing the truth of kiarious theories of causation, and not just the 
legal adquacy of such theories. See, e.g., Dougas Ehring, Causation and Persist-r~ A 7.5eor.y 
of Causation (Oxford: Oxford University Press,l1997). 

lm This is Michael Tooley's suggestion, in hi$ "Causation: Reductionism vcrsus Realism," 
Philosophy nnd Phrnommological Research 50 (Supp. 1990): 215-36; and in Tooley, Causation: A 
Realist Approach (Oxford: Oxlord Univcrsity Press, 1987). 

As i t  is in Elizabeth Anscornbe, Causalitj nnd Defcrminntion (Cambridge: ;cambridge 
University Press, 1971) rnd C. J. Ducarse, "On the Nature and the ObscflndiMy of  thr. 
Causal Relation," Jo~rrrral qf PhiIo~oph!y 23 (1926): 5768. 

Scc, for example, David Fair, "Causation pnd the Flow of Energy," ~rkcn,ztnis 14 (1979): 
219-50. 

lb5 These are thc metaphors employed by thk cause-as-force theorists in law, Joxph Bcalc 
(supra note 103), and Richard Ep6KGn (supra note 9). 
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